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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
From time to time the question of religious, racial, and
national prejudice, as it exists in the city and school, has
arisen in class discussion. A difference of opinion among the
teachers exists regarding tne most effective way of treating
the problem. Some believe it should be avoided entirely, and
no attempt should be made to discuss it or to answer questions
arising in daily work. Otners believe it is not possible to
avoid it altogether, and so it may be discussed, out only
briefly, and only wnen tnere is no otner alternative. A third
group believes its recognition and study should be considered
in a matter of fact way — another problem to be studied,
discussed, and solved to tne extent it is possible for high
school students to solve it.
The Problem
Statement of the Problem .— It is the purpose of this paper
to attempt to solve through unit organization the learning and
teacning problems in the development of a workable plan to
increase understanding, friendly interest, sympathy, and mutual
respect among racial, religious, and nationality groups in the
city and the school. Thus, the problem becomes one of studying
this part of the current social structure of the local
community in an effort to give the students a more objective
point of view and a wider knowledge of tneir school and city
and their personal position in botn as an Immediate means of
1
building better intercultural relations here and now.
The Importance of the Study .—Building better intercultur-
al relations is merely another interpretation and application
of the Golden Rule. The topic is closely Integrated with each
student's daily life in his classroom, school, home, and city.
The pupil who falls to Identify the local counterpart
of what he studies in a book Is failing to utilize the
most promising materials. In fact, his learning is not
complete or functional until he is able to complete the
cycle by realizing that the local Instance is the reality
that he has studied in the textbook. The local community
thus furnishes the standard of achievement as well as the
laboratory of materials.^/
Thus the distinctive characteristics and deficiencies of
the local community are recognized. The widening knowledge of
each individual student to his world helps him to adjust more
readily and happily to it. If this subject is avoided, students
will have no opportunity to develop, practice, and make their
own these concepts, ideals, attitudes, and appreciations which
their teachers hope they exemplify now and after they have left
the guidance and direction of the school system.
Concerning the teaching of current controversial topics,
Wesley says, in part:
The attempt to teach such issues successfully is worthy
of great attention; to a considerable extent they are the
only materials that deserve the highest quality of
pedagogical effort. So the answer to the question,
"Should teachers deal with controversial issues?" is that
they should, after performing their routine obligations,
deal with nothing else. Beyond maintaining the accumu-
lated knowledge and skills in the social studies, the
1/ Edgar Bruce Wesley, Teaching the Social Studies .
(Boston, D. C. Heath and Company, 1942)
, pp. 413-414.

teacher has no more important function than to teach
controversial issues. Social progress will result from
the impartial and disinterested study and discussion of
unsolved issues. And no more appropriate or better
qualified sponsor than the schools can be found. Thus
the teacher who can skillfully and judiciously assist the
students to reach intelligent attitudes and decisions on
controversial issues is performing not only an educative
but a social function of the greatest significanceM
How minority groups are treated in the South, Southwest,
and West is less vital than how similar minority groups are
and should be treated in the local area. It is comparatively
simple to be wholly objective about the former groups; to
eliminate the usual subjective reaction to the latter groups
presents an educational challenge.
The systematic application of unit organization is not
common at Manchester Hign School Central, Manchester, New
Hampshire. It is the belief of the writer that the unit
organization of building better intercultural relations is
the best method of presenting this material to the college-
preparatory groups being studied as well as to all other
groups. The development of the unit and the unit assignment
of this study is an effort to apply the fundamental principles
and procedures established by Billett^/ and further explained
in the course, The Unit Method
,
as taught by him at the School
of Education, Boston University.
An Overview .— This master's paper contains three chapters
.
1/ Ibid., p. 434.
2/ Roy 0. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary- School
Teaching (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1940)
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Chapter I describes the local community, the pupils to be taught^
the classroom, the equipment and supplies to be used, the origin
of the idea which developed into the unit. Chapter II contains
the unit and the unit assignment entitled, Building Better
Intercultural Relations , as taught by the writer from November
16 to December 21, 1948, a period of 24 days. Chapter III
presents the results of the objective testing on the unit, tne
day-to-day record of the teaching of the unit, quotations from
the Inquiry forms written by the students after they had taken
the final objective test, and suggested changes to be made in
the unit as a whole before it is taught again.
General Description of tne Community
Type of Community .— The city, with an estimated 1947
population of over 82,000, is the largest industrial city in
New Hampshire. The Inhabitants of the city are from many
national, religious, and ethnic groups. Tne 1940 census listed
22.4 per cent of the city's population as foreign-born. Less
than one tenth of one per cent are of races other than white.
The largest group, of French- Canadian descent, is estimated to
be over 40,000, but there are large elements of German, Irish,
Greek, Polish, and Jewish citizens and smaller elements of
Italian, Portuguese, Swedisn, Engllsn, and Chinese and Japanese
groups. Old- stock Americans are outnumbered by these, and they
do not dominate business, industry, government, or education.
A unit on Intercultural relations, followed by constant,
conscious use of the learning products, snould tend to build a

better citizenry.
General Description of tne Scnool
The Plant .—Manchester High School Central has three
buildings. Classical High and Practical Arts High are
separated by a small campus. They occupy two city blocks. The
Corey Manual Training Building is on another street, separated
from the other two by an apartment building. The Classical
Building is the original Manchester High School, built in 1897
and modernized as much as possible in 1923. Many of its
facilities are out-dated. It contains Classical Hall which is
a part of the old assembly hall, tne physics and chemistry
laboratories, some of the general science and biology
laboratories, the scnool library, a kitchen and lunch room for
teachers, tne offices of headmaster and submaster, teachers'
mail boxes, a conference room, and classrooms. Home rooms for
all seniors, all sophomores, and some freshmen are in this
building.
Practical Arts Building, finished in 1923, contains
cooking and sewing rooms, tne remaining general science and
biology laboratories, the gymnasium which is extremely inade-
quate, the student cafeteria, various classrooms, all the rooms
and equipment used in the business training course, soudent
lockers, the scnool hospital, a teacher's room for women and
another for men, an outer office containing the telephone
switchboard which is manned by students, an Inner office where
the submaster keeps his records, and the Practical Arts

Auditorium whicn seats 1450. Tne stage, puDlic address system,
and motion picture booth make possible the presentation of any-
type of performance. It is used by various organizations,
civic and otherwise, throughout the city, and by the school.
Home rooms of all juniors and the remaining freshmen are in the
Practical Arts Building. A tunnel under the campus connects
the Classical and Practical Arts Buildings. It is used by
students and faculty in stormy weatner and in winter.
The Corey Building was acquired by the school department
some years ago and remodeled for the mechanical arts department.
Here are the print shop, electrical shop, auto-mechanics shop,
and mechanical drawing rooms.
The playground does not adjoin the school. Football and
baseball practice and games are held at tne city athletic
field, hockey is played at Dorr's Pond, and basketball games
are played at Sweeney Post, American Legion, Gymnasium. All of
tnese are widely separated and more than a mile from the school.
After the completion of the Practical Arts Building, all
college-preparatory students had their classes and homerooms in
the Classical Building. All students in practical arts courses
were assigned to the newer building. It soon became evident
that this arrangement was causing hard feeling among tne
students. The practical arts students thought the college
groups "looked down" on them as mental inferiors, and so the
present system came into effect. Students are seated alpha-
betically by classes in the two buildings without regard to

courses, and college-course subjects are taught in both build-
ings. This has proved to be an effective way to eliminate some
of the course snobbishness.
Organization .—Manchester High School Central is a four
year high school. The 1948 - 1949 enrollment is 1450 students.
It offers five courses of study, i.e., technical, commercial,
college-preparatory , home economics, and general. The school
day begins at 8:15 in the morning and closes at 1:45 in the
afternoon. A regular school day has a snort homeroom period of
eight minutes and seven periods of 42 or 43 minutes. Four
minutes are allowed between the passing bell and the quiet bell
which announces the beginning of tne next period. Assemblies,
held on eight-period days, usually come the first period.
Eight-period day classes are 36 and 37 minutes long. Lunch is
served at the student cafeteria during periods five, six, and
seven. Some students who live near the school go home to lunch.
All teachers remain at scnool until two o'clock each day
and for period eight study at least twice a week for students
needing extra help or for make-up work. If it is necessary,
period-eight study may last until four o'clock.
Personnel .— The faculty at Central High consists of the
headmaster, submaster, and 69 classroom teacners. In addition
there are two secretaries, a cafeteria director and her staff,
and 10 Janitors. Eight instructors in art, music, physical
education, printing, and shop conduct classes at Manchester High
School West, the otner public high school in the city, as well

as at Central High School.
The majority of the teachers teach six classes a day, a
few have five, guidance counselors have four, and department
heads have four or less. Those with five periods have an
additional duty such as lunch period or study hall supervision.
Guidance counselors have two periods given over entirely to
guidance work. Nine teachers act as counselors. Fourteen
department heads supervise the teachers under them.
In general, when new teachers are hired, they are young,
with little or no experience but with superior training.
Educational Policy .—The educational policy of the school
is one of moderation. The school is ready to adopt new methods
when it has been proved they are of value. Since it is known
through past experience tnat many students will drop out tne
first and second years, these two years are considered to be
vitally Important. High school is the end of formal education
for more than three fourths of the students attending. Classes
in remedial English have proved to be effective over a period
of years. Classes devoted to the correction of speech defects
were introduced as the need became evident. A full-time guid-
ance director is making a survey of city needs, and a guidance
program, adapted to the findings of the survey, Is in the
making. It will include educational, vocational, and emotional
counseling, as well as an up-to-date testing program.
The trend in enrollment in the various courses since the
war indicates an increase in the number selecting the college-

preparatory course, a lesser increase in shop and general
courses, and a decrease in home economics and commercial
courses. It is the policy of tne scnool to study these trends
and, from time to time, to alter tne curricula to conform to
individual needs and present day trends. Trie most recent
criange occurred in September 1947 when problems of democracy
was made a required subject for all eleventh or twelfth grade
students with the exception of tnose enrolled in the commercial
course. (Triis group studies economics.) College-preparatory
students have problems of democracy in the eleventh grade wriich
enables them to study United States history during their final
year in rilgri scriool. All otrier groups nave problems of dem-
ocracy — or economics — during trieir twelftri year. Triis is
considered to be a more practical plan for students ending
trieir formal schooling at hlgri scriool level because trie topics
covered in the problems of democracy course are believed to be
more functional than trie more factual, academic units of trie
United States riistory study. Botri courses riave as trieir aim the
development of intelligent citizens who will assume some
responsibility in the government of our democracy.
Class divisions are, as far as possible, based on curricula,
for example, triere are college, commercial, and shop divisions
in English. These are subdivided, according to effort and
accompli snment based on the previous year's grades, into "A",
"B"
,
and "C" groups. Under tne numerical marking system a "C"
group average ranged between 70 and 79 per cent, "B" groups

between 80 and 87 per cent, and "A" groups above 87.5 per cent.
At the beginning of the 1948 school year, letters replaced the
numerical percentages. F" is below 70 per cent, corres-
ponds to the former 70 to 74 per cent, "C" ranges from 75 to 84
per cent, M B" ranges from 85 to 92 per cent, and "A" is any-
thing above 92 per cent. No effort is made to differentiate
between a high or low letter, and students are not told whether
their "B" is near 85 per cent or 90 per cent. Numerical
yearly averages are placed on the permanent record cards at the
end of the school year.
Keeping the theme, "Our Schools Mold Our Nation's Future,"
before them tne public school teachers of Manchester have just
completed a philosophy of education. Tne following quotation
indicates its purpose and sheds further light on the educational
policy of the school.
A good school system has clearly defined purposes.
These purposes serve as a guide to give direction to
all activities .... Basic to a properly balanced
program is an understanding and agreement on tne
objectives of the school .... A great deal of
flexibility mu6t be allowed. Rapid changes in the
school and economic life of the people necessitates
adaptability on our part. It is therefore of great
importance that we recognize that any philosophy of
education to be effective must be continually .. >
reviewed and altered in tne light of new developments.^
In building the philosophy the first step has been taken.
It is Intended and expected that this philosophy will be
1/ Public School Teacners, A Philosophy of Education
,
1948, p. 1, "Foreword," by Austin J. McCaffrey, Superintendent
of Scnools, Manchester, New Hampshire.
</
implemented with a well-planned program of studies and checked
periodically with the evaluation program now being worked out
by the teaching force of both elementary and high school groups
in the city.
Detailed Description of the Students to be Taugnt
Classification according to Grade Level .— The unit,
Building Better Intercultural Relations f was taught to two
divisions of grade eleven college-preparatory students plus
one post-graduate student who needs extra credit for college
entrance and one twelfth-grade student who failed problems of
democracy last year. One class, an "A" group, has 31 members;
the other, a "B" group, has 33. (The latter group has been
more consistent in effort—more interested in the learning
experiences themselves, less concerned with the "value" of
specific related activities. The writer offers no scientific
reason for this reaction, but it seems likely that individuals
in the former group are too frequently spurred on by the desire
for marks. In general, tneir plans for the future are more
developed, and the colleges of their choices are more selective.
Hign marks will be needed for entrance. Tnen too, some fear
low averages will demote them to "B" groups next year. They do
not relish the loss of prestige such demotion would incur.
Work with the "A" group has been slightly less satisfying.)
Classification according to Sex .— Both divisions are
nearly evenly divided between boys and girls. Each group has
16 girls; the "A" group has 15 boys, while the "B" group has 17
A
boys. The balance is due entirely to chance. One of the boys
in the "B" group was forced to leave school before the unit was
completed due to serious ill health.
TABLE I
DISTRIBUTION OF 30XS AND GIRLS IN TWO CLASSES STUDYING
THE UNIT , BUILDING BETTER INTERCULTURAL RELATIONS
Group boys Girls Total
11 A" 15 16 31
MB" 17 16 33
Total 32 64
Classification according to Ability .— From the school
records it is found that intelligence quotients of the two
classes being studied vary from 90 to 160. The figures are
based on the Terman-McNemar Test of Mental Ability^ which
is administered at the various elementary schools— local and
out-of-town, public and parochial—which send their graduates
to Central High School. It is known that some of tne lowest
intelligence quotients are tne result of inadequate understand-
ing of the English language; it is generally believed among the
teachers that some are too hign. In general, for obvious
reasons these scores are not relied upon as probable Indications
of ability in academic subjects. They are available to subject
teachers and counselors, all of whom understand their limita-
tions.
1/ Lewis M. Terman and Quinn McNemar, Terman-McNemar
Test of Mental Ability (Yonkers: World Book Company, 1941)

TABLE II
INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS OF 63a STUDENTS BASED ON THE
TERMAN-McNEMAR TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY
Intelligence Frequencies
Quotients
161-165 0
156-160 1
151-155 0
146-150 1
141-145 2
136- 140 4
131-135 6
126-130 2
121-125 10
116-120 6
111-115 7
106-110 7
101-105 8
96-100 7
91- 95 1
86- 90 1
81- 85 0
Total 63
Median 116.4
The student who dropped out was a transfer from
another high school, no Intelligence quotient was for-
warded with his records, and he had not been at Central
High School long enough to have been tested.
Through the cooperation of the Director of Guidance, the
American Council on Education . 1946 Psychological Examination
for High School Students^ was administered by the writer to
both groups. This test was selected for various reasons. It
was available, its selection would not interfere with the
proposed local testing program nor with the regular testing
1/ L. L. Thurstone and Thelma Guinn Thurstone, 1946
Psychological Examination for High School Students (Washington,
D. C: American Council on Education, 1924-1944)
f5
program conducted annually by the New Hampshire State Board of
Education, and it would give a linguistic score, which would
shed some light on the reading ability of the groups, and a
total score.
TABLE III
AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION 1946 PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATION
HIGH SCHOOL EDITION RESULTS
Sex
Tolsal L-Score Q- Score
Rank Percentile Rank Percentile Rank Percentile
Boy 1 99.8 7 Q7 Q 1 99.9
Boy 2 99.6 ao Q7 Q 4 99.7
Boy 3 99.4 A*i no oJ70 , & 6 98.8
Girl 4 98.5 oCt yo . r 14 91.0
Girl 5 98.3 Bo QQ O 12 92.8
Boy 6 97.5 lb QO Qy c. .y 7 98.8
Boy 7 97.5 y y r . y 17 88.9
Girl 8 97.5 O QQ Ayo . ^ 25 83*.9
Girl 9 97.0 1 QQ Qyy .y 47 69 ".4
Boy 10 96.6 cD yd . *i 37 77.3
Boy 11 96.3 1 Olc y o .0 13Jm W 92*8
Boy* 12 95.8 o± r y . 0 2 99 2
Girl 13 95*5 10 96 6 29 80 8
Girl 14 95.0 11 96.1 30 80.8
Boy 15 95.0 19 92.2 11 94.2
Girl 16 94.1 20 88.8 9 96.4
Boy 17 93.1 14 93.6 31 80.8
Boy 18 92.5 15 93.6 38 77.3
Girl 19 92.5 25 85.7 10 96.4
Girl 20 92.5 13 94.3 42 73.5
Boy 21 92.5 38 73.2 3 99.8
Boy 22 92.5 17 92.9 32 80.8
Girl 23 91.9 18 92.9 39 77.3
Girl 24 91.3 22 87.8 15 91.0
Boy 25 91.3 21 88.8 18 88.9
Girl 26 89.2 26 85.7 19 88.9
Boy 27 89.2 23 87.8 26 83.9
Boy 28 88.4 33 77.7 22 88.4
Girl 29 87.6 24 87.8 41 77.2
Boy 30 86.7 27 85.7 33 80.8
B0y 31 83.0 35 76.3 20 88.9
Boy 32 83.0 28 84.6 48 69.4
Girl 33 80.8 37 74.8 23 86.6
Girl 34 79.8 32 79.2 43 73.5
Boy 35
I
78.7 34 77.7 44 73.5

TABLE III (continued)
AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION 1946 PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATION
"HIGH SCHOOL EDITION RESULTS
Total L- Score Or- Score
Rank Percentile Rank Percentile Rank Percentile
Boy 36 76.4 57 45.7 5 99.4
Girl 37 75.2 29 80.6 56 50.4
Girl 38 74.0 58 45.7 8 98.8
Girl 39 74.0 42 70.0 40 77.3
Boy# 40 73.8 52 60.3 16 90.9
Boy 41 72.7 41 71.6 49 69.4
Boy 42 72.7 39 73.2 52 64.9
Girl 43 71.4 47 64.9 34 80.8
Boy 44 71.4 44 68.3 45 73.5
Boy 45 71.4 49 63.1 27 83.9
Girl 46 70.1 51 61.3 28 83.9
Boy 47 70.1 40 73.2 55 55.3
Girl 48 68.8 53 55.5 21 88.8
Girl 49 67.5 36 76.3 56 35.6
Girl 50 67.5 45 68.3 53 60.2
Girl 51 66.1 54 53.5 24 86.6
tfoy 52 66.1 30 80.6 60 18.2
Girl 53 64.7 48 64.9 54 60.3
Girl 54 60.3 43 49.7 35 80.8
Girl 55 53.9 50 63.1 58 30.9
Girl 56 53.9 46 68.3 61 18.2
Boy 57 52.5 59 45.7 50 69.4
Boy 58 46.0 62 31.6 36 80.8
Girl 59 44.3 55 51.6 59 30.9
Boy 60 44.3 61 35.5 51 69.4
Girl 61 41.1 63 29.6 46 73.5
Girl 62 35.0 56 49.7 63 11.3
Girl 63 28.8 1 60 37.6 62 18.2
Median of Total Scores .... 83.0
Median of L- Scores 79^2
Median of Or- Scores 8o!8
* Twelfth grade student, repeating course
# Post-graduate student, working for credit for
college entrance
Student rating sheets, distributed to members of both
classes, were given by them to subject teachers. Thus ratings
by four teachers for all students were made available. These
rating sheets are used in the school to rate all seniors, prior

to graduation, and all other students who transfer to other
schools or who leave school permanently. The averaged opinions
of the teachers appear in Table IV.
TABLE IV
AVERAGED SUBJECT TEACHERS' RATINGS FOR 63 STUDENTS
ABOVE AVERAGE BELOW
Decidedly Somewhat Somewhat Decidedly
Scholarship 8 29 23 3
Intellectual
Interest 6 33 22 2
Industry and
Faithfulness 5 35 20 3
Leadership 1 26 36 0
Alertness and
Originality 5 31 27 0
Character and
Conduct 10 39 14 0
Since these students are enrolled in the college-prepara-
tory curriculum, it is taken for granted that they Intend to go
to college. A check on their post- graduation plans sustained
this assumption. Several students expect to work in the field
of music or art, some are considering junior colleges or
secretarial schools, and a few expect to enter schools of
nursing. All such students were advised to check "Going to
College" because they will be continuing formal education even
though their plans are still vague or quite general.
GQ
TABLE V
POST- GRADUATION PLANS OF 63 STUDENTS
Going to college 50
Not going to college 3
Undecided 10
College tentatively selected 38
College not yet selected 13
Answer omitted 12
Tentative choice of a career 40
No decision 14
Answer omitted 9
A few are still undecided because they are not yet sure
they can meet the financial expenses. A small number realize
their final decisions rest on marks which must be raised and
kept above the 85 per cent which Central High School requires
for college certification.
Classification according to Nationality
.
Religion , and
Race .— Ordinarily all students are simply Americans. The city's
population consists of so many different- nationalities that the
country of one's origin is of little significance. The same is
true for individual religions. However, since the purpose of
the unit is to get a better understanding of matters pertaining
to nationality, religion, and race, an effort was made to learn
the national, religious, and racial backgrounds of the classes.
All the students are classified as white although several have
a remote Indian ancestor. They are of French- Canadian descent.
Finding the number of nationalities represented is harder. In
some instances the father and irother are of altogether different
nationality.
G
18
TABLE VI
DISTRIBUTION OF NATIONALITIES AMONG 33 STUDENTS
Nat ionality Frequency
Armenian
Austrian
English
French
Russian
Scottish
Swedish
Welsh
German
Greek
Irish
Latvian
Letonese
Polish
2
1
15
9
7
6
3
1
2
3
2
7
2
3
Total 63
In tracing others it was found that, although individuals had
always considered themselves German, Irish, or French, in
reality they are a mixture difficult to analyze. Such a
situation is to be expected in a city where waves of immigrants
swelled the population as industries increased, varied, and
expanded. It was found that 38 different ancestral national-
ities are represented.
Checking religious backgrounds was less difficult. Table
VII shows the distribution. Five general groups are represented.
No attempt was mai ? to tabulate the various Protestant
divisions. With the exception of those who would normally be
affiliated with the Gregorian church, all attend the services
of their choice. The nearest Gregorian congregation is in
Worcester, Massachusetts, which, of course, makes regular
1 0
(4
attendance impossible.
TABLE VII
DISTRIBUTION OF RELIGIOUS GROUPS AMONG 63 STUDENTS
Relierion Frequency
Catholic 19
Greek Orthodox 5
Gregorian 2
Hebrew 4
Protestant 33
Total 63
Questions concerning when each family first came to the
United States revealed one immigrant, 13 first-generation
Americans, and 51 whose ancestors are second—or more
—
generation Americans. Several can trace their family tree
back to colonial New England, and one boasx3 of a French
Huguenot in her ancestral line. (In spite of the fact the
writer was warned that questions "probing nationality and
religious backgrounds would cause parental protests" no evidence
of such feeling was observed—to the contrary, events revealed
that parents of students were keenly interested in the project
and cooperated most willingly.)
Detailed Description of the Classroom
The Classroom and Its Facilit ies .—The classroom is 28
feet long, 21.5 feet wide, and 11 feet high. Four windows, set
as close together as possible and centered in the north wall,
occupy a space 21 feet long by seven feet nine inches high.
0
Two radiators under tne windows extend six incnes into tne room.
Two doors, at the front and rear and as near the south wall
as possible, lead into adjoining classrooms. A third door,
tnree feet six incnes from tne east wall, in the south wall
leads into tne corridor. West of tnis exit is tne closet for
the teacher's coat. Beyond it there are two book closets. Each
has glassed double doors with locks and four shelves. Over-all
measurements are six feet wide, four feet three inches high, and
one foot tnree Incnes deep. Tnese provide ample space for
supplementary reading materials. Supply cupboards beneath the
book cupboards are not used. Beyond tne cupboards there is a
slate blackboard six feet long. At the front and rear the
spaces between tne doors and north wall are covered with slate
blackboards, each 16 feet long. A fourtn slate board fills tne
distance between the east wall and the corridor exit. All
boards are three feet wide and are surmounted by bulletin- board
borders 16 incnes hign. Tnese are too hign for printed
materials but are excellent for pictures or posters. Tne black-
boards are of superior quality, but only one is located where it
can be seen by all. The snort one at tne rear on tne south wall
is used for semi-permanent announcements. A removable bulletin
board covers tne small board at tne front of the room, and a
similar one, five feet long, covers tnat portion of the rear
board nearest the windows. A wooden map case, holding six maps
on spring rollers, is centered over tne front board.
The room contains 35 desks arranged in five rows of seven
0—
.
eacn. The teacher' s desk is placed at the front of the room
near the windows. The front of her desk toucnes the front of
tne desks in rows four and five, and the aisle between the two
rows is blocked by it. All aisles are uncomfortably narrow, and
tnere is barely room for one to pass between tne teacher's desk
and the wall. One straight- backed cnair and a metal wastebasket
complete tne furnishings. Tne room is filled to capacity.
The walls are tinted a deep cream, tne woodwork is a
varnisned natural finish, and the metal borders around the
windows and blackboards are brown. The general appearance is
pleasant and lignt but uninteresting. The sun never shines
directly into tne room, but it is reflected into the room from
tne windows in the Classical Building. The only way to cope
witn this situation is to lower the snades because the light
shines directly into tne faces of the students. When this
occurs it is necessary to use artificial lights. The room is
ventilated oy opening tne windows from the top and bottom, and
opening the corridor door. On stormy, windy days adequate
ventilation is a real problem.
In order to provide more space for articles and pictures,
four yards of medium blue cotton cloth was purchased and tacked
over the rear blackboard. The writer was skeptical concerning
the color and the usefulness of the material, but it proved to
be a wise purchase. It increased tne space available for the
initial exnioit, and, later, made an attractive background for
"Hall of Fame" pictures. The color added light and interest at

tne back of the room.
Availability of Library Books .— Forty books were borrowed
from the city library for four weeks and. renewed so tnat they
were in the room during the teaching of tne unit. Duplicate
and additional copies were placed on reserve in the school
Horary. Books could be borrowed from eitner source for one
week. A few, because they were to be used by many students
were placed on tne over-night reserve snelf in tne library. In
all approximately 100 books were available for classroom or
library use and for taking out for nomework.
Although it is possible to take a whole class to tne
library for work during class time, it is not often done. Since
books were conveniently near at hand in tne classroom, it was
not necessary to hold class sessions in tne library, but several
times Individuals or small groups asked for and were granted
permission to work in the school library instead of the class-
room. Library permits for student use during tne study periods
are always available and in daily demand.
Advantages and Disadvantages as They Appear in tne Dally
Classroom Situation .—There are many advantages in the dally
classroom situation wnich the writer feels more than balance
the disadvantages.
1. The course, problems of democracy, is required. The
stigma of tnis brand is outweighed by several factors. Almost
all students like P 0 D as they call it; it is different from
their other classes; it constantly calls attention to problems
I
In school, home, and city; in it tney find answers frequently
to their personal questionings and real problems; they have
gained a certain degree of skill in discussing the pros and cons
of current issues within tneir orbits; rapport between students
and teacner established itself readily and early when tney
discovered no problem would be barred, if it is important to
them, provided tney would investigate it witn reasonably open
minds.
2. Individual differences are marked as indicated by tne
range of intelligence quotients, tne results obtained on the
American Council on Education Psychological Examinations
r
and
tne averaged teacner opinions. One student of French- Canadian
descent has a distinct language handicap; tnree others have tne
same handicap to a lesser degree. All are accustomed to hard
work, and, while a few are dubbed "mark hounds" by their
teacners, almost all take pride in work well done. The fact
remains they are potential college students, they are mentally
alert, and they want much more than a page- Dy- page coverage of
the textbook. Although they cannot be disregarded, individual
differences present a positive challenge rather than an
unpleasant problem.
3. One basic textbook was selected for all groups in both
grades, eleven and twelve. It is not surprising tnat both
groups being studied find it easy. It gives the general
background of information for each unit and suggests some areas
for research work. It is adequate if many core and related
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activities are provided.
4. Tne classes meet in the morning during periods two and
four. This is a distinct advantage. Rarely are tnere any
interruptions, tne day is well-started, and tne students work
well. No study pupils have been assigned in either period;
there are no interruptions or distractions from this quarter.
Visitors are not held in awe, and so tne visitors who "happened 11
to drop in during tne teaching of tne intercultural relations
unit caused no flurry.
5. The teacner conducts four classes in tnis, ner home-
room. She has two preparations dally, but prepares four plans.
Teaching periods, witn no break between, are followed by two
periods devoted to guidance wnicn demands a great deal of
consideration and planning. The teaching and activity load is
heavy but diversified and interesting.
6. Although tne unit method is not used in the school, tne
writer was given a free hand in carrying out any and all plans.
There were no restrictions wnatever on what was to be taught nor
how it was to be taught. Department head, neadmaster, and city
superintendent were keenly interested in tne unit and its
progress. All three took the final objective test as a check on
its validity and objectivity, and all offered helpful suggest-
ions on tnat and otner things throughout the five weeks.
Only one stipulation was made. If any activity out of the
general routine was being planned, tne headmaster and persons
concerned should be notified in order to avoid confusion and to

assure smooth progress. The commercial department prepared the
study guide and the objective test copies. The groups from the
technical course whose activities include the showing of films
prepared the auditorium for the preview as well as the actual
showing of the film, "The Negro Soldier." Tnis involved three
showings. The teacher obtained the film and arranged the date
of showing. The classes merely met in the auditorium that day;
the film was returned to the classroom before the close of
school ready to be returned to Grenier Air Base.
Surely no teacher could ask for better cooperation or more
sincere interest from her superiors and associates.
Needs of the Two Groups
Intellectually alert, potential college students need a
wide range of activity in any unit. The work must be well-
planned to stimulate the broad interests of all and varied in
difficulty to provide for individual differences.
In discussing the need for differentiated subject matter,
Blllett says in part:
Since all pupils must be educated for Intelligent partici-
pation in the social order, and since pupils vary so
greatly in the Hereditary and environmental endowments
which make the various types of ability significant for
education, and which create great diversities of interests
aims, and needs to be considered by the school, it follows
that great care must be taken to differentiate properly
the suoject matter (including activities and experiences)
and the teaching methods. Inevitably all pupils acnieve
command of certain common basic essentials. But
experience snows tnat even when the goals are the same,
pupils of different aptitudes, abilities, interests, aims,
and needs must be allowed leeway in the metnods of attain-
ing them. Tnat is, methods of learning and hence of
i
teaching must be differentiated.^/
The diversity in national and religious lines offers a
wealth of material to add depth and personal meaning to the
intercultural problem. Assignments must be planned to take
advantage of all latent material available. Reference to the
teachers' ratings, Table V, page 16, suggests that their
teachers find all but three average or above average in all
traits listed, in all traits except leadership the slightly
above average number is larger than the average, and at least
five are considered to be decidedly above average in all traits
except leadership.
A study of these summarizing factors makes the teacher's
task clear. The unit assignment must apply to the classes in
question, it must provide assignments flexible enough to
accommodate the interests and abilities of the students,
allowing for both qualitative and quantitative differentiation,
and assure that all have the opportunity to gain a maximum of
knowledge which will be of value to them in their daily living.
Origin of the Unit
This unit was visualized, developed, and taught during the
school year 1947-48. It was a cooperative affair being student-
teacher planned and built. Frequently the question of religious
and national prejudice arose in class discussion. Eventually
1/ Roy 0. Billett, Fundamentals of Se condarv- School
Teaching (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1940)
,
p. 38
0t
the group evinced real interest in tne subject, and the class
was asked by the teacher to consider the desirability of
building a unit. If they considered that it would be a worth-
while study, they were to bring to class ideas they, themselves,
would like to talk about and perhaps Investigate further. The
next day a part of the period was used in considering the
problem as a whole. They gave examples of prejudices they had
experienced or witnessed. They decided there must be deep- lying
reasons for existing conditions. Their next assignment was to
list prejudices and accompanying activities which would explain
and help dispel intolerant feelings and actions which seem to
be prevalent. Three days later they were ready with many ideas
which they felt could be valuable learning experiences. The
following unit and unit assignment, revised for this year's
groups, is an outgrowth of their interests. All their sug-
gestions, totally or in part, were incorporated in the activi-
ties.
Final Note
In spite of the fact that Brotherhood Week is observed in
the United States during the week of Washington's birthday, the
writer preferred to teach the unit so that it would be completed
just previous to the Christmas recess. Two large balsam
Christmas wreaths with bright red ribbon bows shared the space
the last week with posters showing how various groups celebrate
the Christmas season. There is, unfortunately, no way of
knowing to what extent the expressed pleasure of many students

in having the wreaths displayed in a room so given over to a
study of intercultural relations indicated they appreciated the
significance of the timing of the teaching of the unit.
•)
CHAPTER II
UNIT ORGANIZATION OF THE TOPIC BUILDING BETTER
INTERCULTURAL RELATIONS
The Unit
The population of our city, like the population of the
United States, consists of people who came, or whose ancestors
came, from many parts of the world. They differ in race, in
color, in religious creed, and in national origins. Among them
are many minority groups. If our democratic traditions are to
survive, it is essential that these diversified groups live
together in harmony and good will, with each making its .indiv-
idual contributions to the life of the community and the
nation. Obstacles in the path of advanced social democracy
arise in the ignorant intolerance of racial, religious, or
national prejudice. Education for social democracy is needed.
Our class and our school are representative groups in our
city. We need to study together our own racial, religious, and
national backgrounds. By substituting factual information for
hearsay, bias and discrimination can be lessened,
j
Our social- civic-religious groups are potentially instru-
ments of social democracy. What are these groups doing to
break down prejudice within their individual units and how
widespread is their influence beyond the confines of their own
associations?
Good citizenship practices, strengtnened by a broader
understanding of interracial and intercultural issues — too

often barriers in our relations with our neighbors — must
function to a much greater extent everywnere in our community
— in the school, on buses, in theatres, at work, in stores and
restaurants, in housing areas, in church.
Studying and working together develops a better understand-
ing of the problem as it exists in our school and city.
Comprehension of the local problem is the foundation in the
understanding of the national problem.
Delimitation of the Unit
1. All groups are partners in the building of a better
neighborhood, school, and city.
•2. All our ancestors were once foreigners. They belonged to
a minority group.
3. Our school is like our nation: its population is a
mingling of many strains — Protestants, Catholics, Jews;
old- stock Americans and recent immigrants — all of whom
are entitled to opportunity, Justice, and freedom.
4. The teachers of our school, like our classmates, are
representatives of these mingling strains of race,
religion, and nationality.
5. People who hold strong convictions and feel deeply on
matters of race, creed, and nationality are frequently
intolerant of those who do not hold the same views.
6. Prejudice is misjudgment based on bias, intolerance,
and/or false information.
?. To be tolerant is to endure, to allow, or to permit by
not preventing, beliefs, practices, or habits which differ
from the individual's own.
8. In order for different groups to live together harmoniously
there must be mutual respect based on mutual understanding,
deference, appreciation, sympathy, kindliness, and
courtesy
.
9. Prejudice may be caused by lack of Information about people
or it may be based on antisocial emotionalized attitudes
which require complete and correct information, sincere
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Interest, and kindly sympatny for cure.
10. G-eneralized group prejudices are usually based on
unfortunate and unpleasant experiences with an individual
or a few individuals within a larger group.
11. In speaking of Individual actions we must remember this
is the way he acts and not this is the way they — all the
members of the minority group — act.
12. Intergroup understanding, appreciation, and neighborly
goodwill present a sounder foundation for the American
way of life than mere tolerance.
13. Minority groups do not want to be tolerated; they want
to be respected, accepted, and made partners in building
America
.
14. Our community needs to rediscover its colonial sense of
neighborliness
,
cooperative helpfulness, and respect for
personal worth.
15. It is a generally accepted fact that extreme differences
within a group are greater than those between groups.
16. Jews have been used for centuries as scapegoats to cover
up the weaknesses and snortcomings of those in positions
of power.
17. Minority groups, Deing scapegoated by majority groups,
frequently project tneir injuries on other minority groups
either within or without their own group.
18. Instead of putting all of our races, creeds, and nation-
alities tnrough the "melting pot" to come out "typical
Americans," we should develop a cultural democracy in
whicn the various groups would share with us the best of
their and our customs and traditions.
19. My parents and their parents contribute to the American
culture pattern.
20. Interest in and understanding of the differences in
customs and beliefs lead to friendliness and friendships
rather tnan mere tolerance.
21. Manchester's social-civic-religious groups for young
people, as well as for adults, are doing much to combat
prejudice, but there is need for constant individual
effort on tne part of all of us.

22. My own prejudices, upon analysis, nave little reason for
existing.
23. One way to combat prejudice is to try to see people as
they see themselves.
24. Stereotyped ideas about Negroes, Mexicans, Japanese,
Catholics, Jews, Anglo-Americans, and other groups are
too frequently assumed in tne press, on the screen, and
over tne radio.
25. It is essential tnat we learn the fundamentals of race,
creed, and culture in order to understand intercultural
relations.
26. Democracy has for its very foundation respect of person
for person in all social relations.
27. We must put into practice in our daily living in intergroup
relations that wnich we say we believe in for America in
regard to freedom, fair play, and democracy.
28. We must try to understand more fully tne gap between word
and deed, impulse and act, and ideal and reality in our
relations witn all peoples.
29. We must cnange our behavior to confirm more nearly to our
beliefs in our dealings with minority groups.
30. We, as Individuals, must learn to accept eacn otner as
neignDors and interdependent citizens ratner tnan Jews
and Gentiles, Whites and Negroes, Catnolics and Protest-
ants, old- stock Americans and foreigners.
31. Manchester nas its little Greece, little Poland, little
Canada, wnere immigrant groups have gathered to live.
32. Mancnester has many churcnes of many creeds, but they all
worsnip the same Almignty God.
33. Rivalry and jealousy, based on lack of acquaintance with
one another, cause prejudices concerning our public and
parochial scnools.
34. It is usually easier to dispel prejudice in young people
than in adults.
35. We must remember that high school students, in tne process
of growing up and in the desire to be accepted and recog-
nized as adults often tend to lose their friendliness
toward all groups as practiced in the elementary grades.
In tnis period tney are apt to adopt the prevailing
•
prejudices and attitudes of discrimination. We must make
every effort to recognize and eradicate in ourselves,
individually and personally, all tendencies toward class
snobbishness
.
36. We shall strive for friendly communication between members
of culture groups.
37. If a person is capable of filling a position better tnan
otner" applicants, prejudice snould not prevent his getting
the position.
38. Snobbery is a hindrance to social democracy. True educa-
tion dissipates snobbery tnat has its roots in wealth,
religion, and even meagre education.
39. Friendly sincere neighborliness would do much to dispel
prejudice and make Immigrant groups feel less alien and
more at home in tneir adopted land.
40. Many eminent Americans in diversified fields are foreign-
born.
41. "Love thy neighbor" is a broad social-democratic principle
42. Minority religious and national groups are well repres-
ented on Central's faculty.
43. Misunderstanding and prejudice often stem from misuse of
such words as race
f
nationality
f
alien
,
immigrant
.
44. Evaluation and understanding of prejudices and biases tend
to lessen or eliminate them.
45. Knowledge of the significance of holidays helps to build
understanding and friendly interests in different groups.
46. Opportunities for democratic living present themselves
constantly in our school.
47. We can develop a democratic togetherness in school which
will help us analyze and solve problems in democratic
living after we have left this scnool.
48. Intergroup or community councils help to remove racial,
religious, and/or cultural tensions in a school or a city
because representatives of the groups affected meet
together to understand the causes of the friction and to
eliminate them.
49. Intolerance is expressed in hatred and scorn for people
who have different customs and cultures.

Tolerance should imply no condescension.
A person can have strong convictions without being
prejudiced in an antisocial sense.
It is not easy to develop tolerance if one has pronounced
convictions because people who feel deeply about race,
religion, or nationality are apt to be intolerant of those
who disagree with them.
Developing good social attitudes usually requires re-
educating emotions by eliminating prejudices which were
acquired when we were very young.
The most common prejudices may be classified as "snob-
bery," racial animosity, or religious bigotry.
Racial prejudice is for the most part the result of sheer
ignorance. It has no scientific nor historic foundation.
Mutual understanding and appreciation and neighborly good
will are the bases for the American ideal of social
democracy.
Scientists tell us that all human beings belong to the
same species — homo sapiens .
There are three primary races or stocks — Caucasian,
Mongoloid, and Negroid. Nearly all races and subraces
are greatly mixed.
The various family lines among a given ethnic group differ
from one another more than the average member of one group
differs from that of another group.
There is more difference in intelligence between the most
intelligent and the least intelligent families of the
English people than between the average members of the
English and the Negro peoples or any other two peoples.
Racial superiority is a myth; many peoples have contrib-
uted to human progress.
Not racial superiority but a favorable geographical
situation at a given stage in history seems to be the
best explanation of why one people, rather than another,
should be able at some particular period to promote human
progress
.
Psychologists are now agreed that there is no evidence
for the belief that some races or nationality groups have
less learning capacity than others.
t
64. When various groups have similar educational and cultural
opportunities, their average achievement is similar.
65. Superior individuals are found in all groups.
66. Results of intelligence test scores show that Northern
Negroes rank higher than Southern Negroes and that city
Negroes rank higher than country Negroes. Psychologists
agree that these differences are due to differences in
educational opportunity and not to differences in native
ability.
67. Many people erroneously believe ethnic differences are
due to hereditary deficiencies rather than paucity of
environmental opportunity for advancement
.
68. "Race" problems appear when two widely different peoples
live together. The stronger is apt to despise and dominate
the weaker and to allow it fewer opportunities to obtain
desirable employment, higher education, political leader-
ship, and commercial success.
69. Prejudice is not inherited; it results from environmental
influences
.
70. There is less difference in skin color between the average
members of the white and black peoples than between the
lightest and darkest families of each people.
71. Scientists have classified races according to the shape
of the hair. Kinky hair (Negroid) is flat, straight hair
(Mongoloid) is round, and curly hair (Caucasian) is oval.
72. Other scientists depend upon the shape of the head and
nose for their classification of races.
73. A pure race is one that has not recently intermingled with
another race. Pure races live in areas so unattractive
that the inhabitants are almost entirely cut off from the
outside world.
74. Since history began, there has been a large amount of
racial mixing due to conquest, colonization, and commerce.
75. A group is classified as a minority when the majority or
dominant group in the community looks down upon it and
discriminates against it.
I
List of Probable Indirect and Incidental Learning Products
A. Indirect
* 1.
2.
' 3.
4.
, 5.
6.
An increased understanding and appreciation of the
democratic way of life
An appreciation of the cultural contributions of the
religious, national, and racial groups
An increased mutual respect, rather than mere tolerance,
for religious, racial, and national minorities
An Increased respect for the opinions and rights of
others
An increased willingness to think scientifically about
social problems and to re-examine critically our
institutions
An increased desire to take part in cooperative enter-
prises
E Incidental
v 1.
^ 5.
• 6.
7.
6.
A better understanding of social customs and social
purposes of religious, racial, and national grouos
*n increased intergroup understanding, respect, and
good will
A better understanding of the community and an
increased ability to adjust to it
An increased skill in weighing evidence and in reaching
objective conclusions
An increased ability to distinguish between fact and
opinion
An increased ability to recognize bias and prejudice
in self as well as in others
A reasonable skill in drawing intelligent conclusions
after finding, organizing, and interpreting facts
Habits of kindness and courtesy in all situations,
especially when dealing with minority groups
*
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The Unit Assignment
The unit assignment is divided into four parts: the
introduction and explanation of tne unit, activities— core and
related group and individual— for the students, materials and
references for tne students' use, and the final objective test.
1. Introduction and explanation of the unit and attitude
test
2. Exhibit set up in classroom by class committee under
direction of the teacher
3. Supervised study of the exhibit
4. Presentation of guide sheets with core activities,
explanation of optional related activities for groups
and individuals
5. Core and related activities as outlined
6. Pooling results of activities
7. Summarizing essay
8. Attitude test
9. Evaluating activity, objective test to measure
understandings
(Tentative time allotment: four to five weeks)
ft

Day First
Week
Second
Week
Third
Week
Fourth
Week
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Attitude
Test
Introduc-
tion and
explanation
of the
unit, study
Exhibit
Activities
a/ ; -
First
Class
Trip
Second
Class
Trip
a/
Film, The
Negro
Soldier
Related
Activities
Summarizing
Discussion
Friday
Discussion
of intro-
ductory
readings
Discussion Discussion Objective
Test
a/ Blank spaces indicate that students engage in learning
activities under laboratory conditions. The teacher is free to
give Individual attention where it is needed.
FIGURE 1
TENTATIVE SCHEDULE FOR WORK ON THE UNIT
V
Core Activities
On the first day, without explanation or discussion,
distribute the attitude scale and say, "You have just been
given a scale for measuring attitude towards race, religion,
and nationality. Read the instructions with me and fill in the
blanks as suggested. (Allow time for reading and filling in
the blanks.) Check the statements as directed."
A Scale for Measuring Attitude towards Races and Nationalities
H. H. Grlce, edited by H. H. Remmers
Form A
Lafayette, Indiana, Division of Educational Reference
Purdue University, 1933 - 1938
Introduction and Explanation of the Unit . "Frequently
you have asked, 'What causes prejudice against certain groups
in our school? What can we, as a class, do to lessen it? 1
Yesterday you took an attitude test which wa6 intended to make
you consider your present attitude towards race and nationality.
The following activities should help you to understand more
fully the causes of bias and discrimination and may suggest
methods by which you can do your part in eliminating some of
the things that are troubling you in your daily living."
Study Guide
1. Study the classroom exhibit of posters, pictures, clippings,
booklets, and charts to get a better idea of what this study
involves. Read the materials that Interest you most. Keep
a record of all articles read.
Introductory Activities
Classroom exhibit of posters, pictures, clippings, booklets,
cI
1
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and charts from organizations sponsoring intercultural
relations. (This exhibit will be set up by a class committee
under direction of the teacher.)
1. Posters showing great religions and their holy days
2. Posters showing need for friendliness, cooperation, mutual
respect
3. "My Most Interesting Experience," Gregory Peck
4. "Do You Want to Be Happy and Free?" Willard Johnson
"The Bells" Billy Rose5.
6. "American Brotherhood Week," National Conference of
Christians and Jews
7. "The Myth that Threatens America"
8. "Why Not Try Brotherhood?"
9. "Religious Tensions in the United States — A Social
Problem"
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
'Checkmate for Rabble- Rousers , " Solomon Andhil Flneberg
But It Isn't So, Fallacies of Prejudices on Race and
Religion"
"This Is No Double Talk," Danny Kaye
'Memorandum on Anti-Semitism," Philip Wylie
The American Scholar, College Quotas and American
Democracy"
'Religious Prejudice in Colleges," Dan W. Dodson
'Race? What the Scientists Say," Compiled by Caroline
Singer
Equality of Educational Opportunity," A Radio Discussion
How to Stop Hate Mongers in Your Home Town," Hodding
Carter
The Public School, Laboratory for Democracy," H. H.Giles
Answer to Critics," F. E. P. C.
6'
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21. "Three Pals," (Swampscott High School Backfield)
22. "Does Social Discrimination Really Matter?" Carey
Williams
>
CO
.
ii a Tlmp for Tolerance " Kate Smith
WMCA New World A'Comine: Broadcast st
"The Diploma"
"To Secure These Rights" and "The Montclair
Experiment"
"Free and Eoual"
"The New Pilgrim"
25. "Courage Is Their Badge"
26. "The Third Commandment, The Story of a Modern Exodus"
27. "Citizen Sinatra"
28. "Minorities'1
29. "That Other 8 Might Live i" Nat Schachner
30. "Things More Americans Should Know"
31. "Interfaith Teamwork," Mason Rut ledge
32. "Intercultural Education: Utopia or Reality," Charles I.
Glicksberg
33. "Minority Groups in the United State," Carey McWilliams
34. "Meet Your Relatives"
35. "Let's Not Forget We're All Foreigners," Frank Sinatra
36. "The Springfield Plan," Benjamin Fine
37. "Prejudice — the Enemy of Peace," Judson McKim
38. "The Voice Talks Sense," Nat Schachner
39. "Do You Want Your Children to Be Tolerant?" Pearl S. Buck
I 40. "What You Can Do to Promote Racial and Religious
Understanding," Prof. Clyde R. Miller, Columbia
University
41. "No Monkey shines, " Barbara Galr

42. "The Bigot in Our Midst," Gordon W. Allport
43. "The Schools Fight Prejudice," Mordecai Grossman
44. "What Kind of a World Do You Want?" Barbara Gair
45. "He Practices Racial Tolerance," Samuel Klein, Pioneer
of Good Will
46. "You Town Could Do It, Too," Helene Huntington Smith
47. "Credo of an American," statement by David Lilienthal
48. "Mass Truancy in Gary," James H. Tripton
49. "Sense and Nonsense about Race," Ethel J. Alpenfels
50. "The Races of Mankind," Ruth Benedict and Gene Weltfish
51. "Do's and Don't' s in Intercultural Relations"
52. "Children Object," Sara Holbrook
53. "Letter to X," — account of the Negro in America
54. "Toward Common Understanding"
55. "Color, Class, and Understanding"
56. "Negro Youth at the Crossways"
57. "Children of Bondage"
58. "In a Minor Key"
59. "Race Relations," Julia Waxman
60. "An American Answer to Intolerance"
61. "We're All Americans"
62. "America — A Nation of One People from Many Countries"
63. "Our Bill of Rights"
64. "What It Means to Me"
(
Sources of Materials for Classroom Exhibit
1. American Jewish Committee, 386 FourttiAve., New York 16,
n. y.
2. Anti-Defamation League, 100 North LaSalle Street, Chicago
2, 111.
3. Bureau for Intercultural Education, 1697 Broadway, New
York 19, N. 1 .
4. Committee of Catholics for Human Rights, 1775 Broadway,
New York
5. Common Ground, 222 Fourth Ave., New York 3, N. Y.
6. Council against Intolerance in America, 17 East 42 St.,
New York 17, New York
7. Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America,
Department of Race Relations, 297 Fourth Ave., New York
10, N. Y.
8. Julius Rosenwald Fund, 4901 Ellis Ave., Chicago 15, 111.
9. National Association for the Advancement of Colored People,
69 Fifth Ave., New York 3, N.Y.
10. National Committee to Combat Anti-Semitism, 100 West 42nd
Street, New York 18, N. Y.
11. National Conference of Christians and Jews, 381 Fourth
Ave. , New York 18, N. Y.
12. Office of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C.
13. Public Affairs Committee, 3C Rockefeller Plaza, New York
20, N. I.
14. South Today, Clayton, Ga.
15. Southern Regional Council, 710 Standard Building,
Atlanta 3, Ga.
16. Station WMCA, 1657 Broadway, New York, N.I.
17. University of Chicago Round Table, 850 East 58th Street,
Chicago 37, 111.
18. louthbuilders, Inc., 120 East 16th Street, New York 3, N.Y.
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19. Baltimore Round Table, Conference of Christians and Jews,
Baltimore, Md.
20. Commission on Defense of Democracy tnrough Education,
National Education Association, 1201 Sixteenth Street N.W.
,
Washington, D.C.
21. Dr. Hilda Taba, America Council on Education, 437 West
59th Street, New York 19, N, Y.
22. American Junior Red Cross, 18th and D Streets, N.W.
,
Washington 13, D. C.
23. The East and West Association, 40 East 49th Street,
New York 17, N. Y.
24. Pan-American Union, 17tn St. and Constitution Ave., N.W.,
Washington 6, D. C.
25. United States Office of Education, Federal Security
Agency, (Division of International Educational Relations).
Washington 25, D. C.
26. The Town Hall, 123 West 43rd Street, New York 18, N. Y.

The following readings will give tne factual information
you will need before you begin tne study of local con-
ditions:
Our Changing Social Order . Gavian, Gray, and Groves
"The Differences between People," pp. 84 - 90
pp. 93 - 95
"Promoting tne Welfare of Minorities,"
pp. 582 - 597
Social Living
f
Landis and Landis
"Race and Nationality Problems," pp. 575 - 594
The answers to tne following questions need not be
ii/ritten, but be able to discuss them.
Cl). Do you feel as well qualified to classify
individuals as members of any particular race
as you did before you read tne aoove assignments?
Why?
(2) . What conditions in our environment would affect
tne racial traits of immigrants from Asia,
Africa, or the islands of tne Pacific?
(3) . What does the phrase, "ethnic group," mean to
you? Do you believe it is a more accurate term
than "race?" Why?
(4)
.
Why have we come to believe that intelligence
tests are not a measure for "racial superiority?"
(5) . If you were a personnel manager interviewing
applicants would you consider such factors as
race, nationality, or religion as essential
qualifications for any position? Why?

(6) . Paul Robeson lived with his family in Europe from
1928 - 1939. He says his living tnere was partly
a protest, not so much against tne discriminations
of life in America as against America's attitude
on race. Why do Europeans show greater under-
standing for Negroes tnan do Americans?
(7) . Citizens of our city include many races, nation-
alities, and creeds. We all belong to minority
groups of some kind. If we go back far enough in
our family history, we are eitner Immigrants or
tne children of immigrants. Instead of speaking
of "we" and "they" we must all tnink of our
country as a great community of many people
snaring witn eacn otner all rignts and privileges.
What are tne differences, problems, and common
interests of our various groups?
Make a diagram, a family tree, snowing the names of your
parents, grandparents, and great-grandparents . This will
help to acquaint you with your own ancestry.
Write an account of your family in America. From wnat
country did your ancestors come? What did tney do in the
old country? Why and wnen did they come to America? Did
all your ancestors come from the same country? Have you
any relatives left in tne mother country? What occupations
do your relatives follow in America? Did tney learn to do
tnis work in "on tne job training" or did tney nave to have
II
special, full-time training for it?
To wnat extent does prejudice, based on religion, race,
or nationality, exist in business in tnis city? What
effect does it have on job-getting? Why do some concerns
advertise for workers of a special religion or nationality?
List specific cases that you know about, yourself, and add
your findings to tnose of otner members of tne class.
Occasionally, we near certain students or groups of stu-
dents called snobs. We are told tnat snobbery has its
roots in religion, wealtn, and/or education. After
observation, consideration, and discussion with your
friends or family, prepare a paper, your explanation of
this enemy of social democracy. What can you and your
class do to counteract snobbery at Central?
Set up a "Hall of Fame" exnibit in tne classroom. Post on
it pictures and clippings about foreign- born Americans who
nave distinguished tnemselve6. Be sure to include clip-
pings concerning famous people from tnis community. Keep
tnis a "growing" exnibit all during the time we are working
on tnis unit.
In your personal associations do you find tnat you get
along better with tnose who are like you or who are differ-
ent? Consider your closest friends. Are tneir personal-
ities like yours? What kinds of entertainment do they
like? Do they like fine music, art, or literature? Why
do you enjoy being with people who like the things you
0£
9^1 r
like? What makes being with people wno are different from
you interesting? What advantages can you obtain from
association with tnose who are like you and those who are
different? Prepare a written report on this exercise.
On page 382 of This Way to Unity tnere is a list of eminent
Americans of foreign birth. For each give the country of
nis birth and tell sometning of his contribution to our
daily living. (This information will be found in the
Encyclopedia Brltannica . recent editions of Who 1 s Who in
America . or biographical dictionaries in our library.)
Talk frankly with friends of yours who are Immigrants or
children of immigrants; find out how tney feel about being
in America and, specifically, about living in our city and
going to our school. What conditions in the scnool make it
easy for tnem to learn our ways and language? What customs
are hard for them to learn? After your interview with them
consider the following questions: Why is it highly desir-
able that tnese groups feel a sense of 11 belongingness" and
participate more fully in American life? Why, despite
their devotion to America, do many immigrants feel alien,
both spiritually and culturally? What effect does prejudice
nave on the personality and customs of new immigrants? What
can new Immigrants do, themselves, to break down prejudice?
Would it be Justifiable to ask them to conform in every
possible way to old- stock American customs? What can you
do to make tnese newcomers feel more at home and happier?
€i
•
11. Class trip to Currier Gallery of Art to study exhibit
naving for its theme: "Art recognizes no race; it belongs
to the people."
12. Class trip to Manchester historic Association to study
exhibit: "Contributions of immigrant groups to the
growth of our city."
13. Select at least one book from the list about the phase of
this unit that interests you most. Discuss this book with
the class telling tnem the things tnat Interested you
most. Explain how it has added to your knowledge of inter-
cultural relations. -Be prepared to answer their questions
about it.
14. In order to see the accomplishments of the Negroes and to
understand better their ability to learn and work when
they are given equal opportunity with other races, see the
picture, "The Negro Soldier."
15. Suggested snort readings about many individuals and groups.
These are not book length articles, but they could be
substituted for a book — activity 13 — if you keep a
record of pages read and give a satisfactory report. Tnese
articles will give you an opportunity to read about many
more cases and will give you a broader understanding of
the problems of intercultural relations.
(l). Herrlck, Arnold and Askwith, Herbert, edited by
This Way to Unity
Oxford book Conroany, New York
1945
Catholics, p. 368
Jews, p. 371
Boston University
School of Education
Library ,

Negroes, p. 377
"Foreigners," p. 381
Gallantry, p. 447
"Plymouth Rock and Ellis Island,"
Louis Adamic, p. Ill
"New Americans in Vermont,"
Dorotny Canfield, p. 74
Others that interest you
(2) . Town Meeting Publications
broadcast of 7 October 1947. "What Can
We Do to Improve Race and Religious
Relationships in America?"
(At City Library)
(3) . Public Affairs Committee, Inc., Publications
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New lork 20, New Xork
No. 71, The Negro and tne War
87
91
95
107
110
111
Why Race Riots?
Wnat aoout Our Japanese-Americans?
The Negro in America
Race Riots Aren't Necessary
Will Negroes Get Jobs Now?
The Refugees Are Now Americans
(4) . Powdermaker, Hortense
Probing Our Prejudices
Harper end Brothers Puolishers, New York
1944
Chapter III, How We Get Our Prejudices
IV, What Prejudice Does to Us
( 5) . Tne New Hampshire Sunday News T April 1947
"Why Canadians Sought Homes in Manchester"
"Franco-Americans Provide Many Great
Leaders"
"The Era of Full-fledged Gallic Leader-
ship in Yankeeland"
(Reference Room, City Library)
(6) . Snaw, Harry and Davis, Ruth (Edited by)
Americans One and All
Haroer and brotners Publishers, New York
1947
16. For class discussion: Many sincere people have urged
that we adopt a "husn-husn" policy towards the whole issue
of intolerance and discrimination. In our efforts to
remedy the situation, these people say, we only call
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attention to it, increase tensions, and make matters
steadily worse. In tne lignt of your studies, do you
agree witn tnis group? Do you believe we snould study
about it, talk about it, and be aggressive in attacking
it or do you believe intolerance will gradually die out
of its own accord?
*c
Optional Related Activities
(For Groups)
For individuals belonging to tne same religious group.
Several groups snould make tnis study so tnat you can
compare results in classroom discussion of activities.
'Jo wnat religious group do you belong? Aside from tne
regular services and tne cnurcn scnool, wnat religious-
social- civic groups do tney sponsor? How many people work
togetner in tnese groups for tne benefit of tne cnurcn
group as a wnole and for tne oenefit of tne community as
a wnole? Do tnese people unite witn otner groups of tne
6ame faltn to widen tneir influence? Do tney ever unite
to work witn groups of anotner faitn? (Do you believe
tney could or snould?)
Wnat do you consider are your strongest prejudices? You
must nave acquired tnem wnen you were mucn younger. Wnat
was tneir origin? Wnat caused tnem to grow stronger as
you grew older? As you analyze tnem do you find you nave
a logical reason for feeling as you do? Discuss your
problem witn tne member of anotner group to see if tney
nave tne same or similar prejudices. In discussing tne
causes, cneck tne real trutn of tne original facts, oe
sure you are not suosciuutlng opinions for reasoning.
After completing your study and discussion, do you find you
are justified in renaming your prejudices? Present your
final decisions to tne class.
Make a study of an out-of- scnool social group to which you

belong. When was tne group organized? Is it a social,
civic, or religious group or a combination of the tnree?
What is the purpose of the group? What is it doing for
the community and its members? Do any of its activities
promote social democracy? Is it doing all it can to make
ricner the lives of its members?
Who are your neighbors? Do they belong to the same
nationality tnat you do? Are you well-acquainted with
them? Meet and talk with a neighbor that you do not know.
Tell him about your study. What in his opinion can we,
who are not new-comers, do to make strangers feel more at
home and lese strange in their new homes in America?
Make a list of all the youth organizations in the city;
check to include those sponsored by every religious group.
(Talk with your parents and/or minister or priest to be
sure your list is complete.) Are there enough of these
groups to satisfy the needs of the youth of the city? Why
is it that so many young people feel tnat they have no
recreational- social group activities outside of school?
Have you any recommendations?
Select individually tne organizations you are best able to
investigate and prepare a report which contains the
following Information:
(1) . Objectives, particularly in the development of
democracy
(2) . Number of members
(3)
.
Requirements for membership
55
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(4). Accomplishments, including connections with
other groups.
7. Make a list of all adult organizations. Proceed as in 5
and 6 above. Specify which organizations sponsor develop-
ment of better social and recreational facilities for the
city's young people.
8. Of what national stock are you? Prepare a talk to be given
to the class on the history of your national group in
America and its contribution to American life. (You will
find material in the school library and in the city
library
.
)
9. Plan a feature article for the newspaper on the different
national stocks represented in the student body. Interview
students of various national backgrounds, find out from
what countries they or their forebears came and what
evidences of their Old World backgrounds are still present
in their daily lives.
10. Build a class declaration of what our class should and
will do, in the light of new understandings gleaned from
study of this unit, to combat prejudice.
11. Suggested subjects for panel discussion or debate:
(1). How shall we regard immigrants who persistently
cling to their Old World language, religious
practices, and social customs?
(2). Civic- social groups contribute more to American-
ization of immigrants than do the schools
(5). America, the Melting Pot

(4) . It is quite possible for us to win the fight for
democracy abroad and yet lose it at home.
(5) . Why do underprivileged groups often react in an
ant i- social manner?
(6) . Intergroup conflicts arise in competition for
power and prestige and need for security and
social approval
(7) . Minority group Individuals are more alike than
unlike the general pattern. A few differences
make the trouble. Dissimilarities, not similar-
ities, cause prejudice.
(8) . To what extent has tnere been a blending of
differences in our city?
(9) . Our city needs an intergroup, community council
to eliminate racial, religious, and/or cultural
tensions
.
Develop a Ten Commandments against prejudice and intol-
erance to make for understanding, mutual respect, and
friendship among all groups.
Estimate feelings toward minority groups. Build a list of
reasonable responsibilities of a member of either the
dominant or minority group. Work out a plan of personal
action to use now and to carry over into adult life.
Consider carefully and thoughtfully your specific personal
rights — educational, social, extracurricular, and
religious — as an Individual citizen at Central High

School. List in the order of their importance to you tne
ten most vital. Would these items or their order change
if you were richer or poorer, or of a different religious,
national, or racial group? What changes would you make
in your original list so that it would be the list of the
right 8 of any and all students at Central?
15. Write to organizations devoted to combatting intolerance
in America for Information about the work being done by
them. Be specific, ask for material on the subject in
which your interest lies. (See This Way to Unity f p. 421,
for addresses.
)
16. Study the prevailing words and phrases used to refer to
persons or groups of persons from different races, relig-
ions, or nationalities in this school and in the city.
Check with representatives of these groups among your
classmates or neighbors to see what words or phrases
minority groups prefer to have used. Report to tne class
and try as a group to enlist popular support in the school
for the practice of correct names and references.
17. Prepare a list of holy days and holidays with their sig-
nificance for each group represented in your class. Pool
your findings in a group report. Compare the methods of
celebrating the same event by different groups.
18. Prepare a "G-allup poll" of the students in your class to
determine the extent and nature of their prejudices.
Mimeograph a questionnaire. Tabulate the results. Against
r
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which groups does there seem to be the greatest prejudice?
Outline a series of specific steps our school can take to
combat this prejudice.
Prejudice Poll
Next to the name of each group listed below place an "x"
if you would not be willing to admit that group to the
relationship indicated. Note that "x's" may be placed
in any or all of the six columns for each group.
I Would Not Admit Them
To citizen- To my To my To my To my To close
List of ship in the church street school home kinship
G-roups United member- as as as per- by mar-
States ship neigh- pupils sonal riage
bors friends
Protestants
Catholics
Jews
Negroes 1
Chinese
Japanese
Mexicans
Germans
English
Italians
Polish
Irish
Indians
French
Russians
19. Make a study of newscasts from our local radio stations
and the Evening Leader
}
Morning Union, and Sunday News for
evidence that these groups are taking definite precautions
to avoid the use of phrases or statements which could be
construed as discriminatory towards racial, national, or
religious differences. Interview the newscasters to see
how releases are edited to avoid any suggestion of lntol-
I
i
erance. Discuss the policy of the newspapers on this
point with someone on the editorial staff of each paper.
Why does each group take precautions? Aside from tne fact
that it is not good business to offend the listening and
reading public, do they give any other reason for being
careful of their wording of the news? Do you think such
care is particularly important in our city? (Let your
study cover at least a week's releases. This activity
should require six students, one for each group being
studied.
)

Optional Related Activities
(For individuals)
Make a study of cartoons which depend UDon religious,
racial, and national prejudice for their popularity. Show
how they create and sustain prejudice. Prepare an exhibit
of the most outstanding ones. Can high school students do
anything to lessen the harm done by them or lessen their
publication?
On a spot map of Manchester show the location of large
elements of the various nationalities of our population.
What advantages do tnese people realize in settling to-
gether? What are the disadvantages to the people them-
selves and to the city in general? Are these areas
populated by one group only or is tnere a tendency for
boundaries to be crossed?
On a city map locate all churches and schools both public
and parochial.
Consult the most recent edition of the World Almanac to
find out how many of our people are immigrants and second-
generation Americans. What proportion is this of the whole
population? Obtain similar figures for our city, using
the City Directory. Make graphs of these figures.
Study historical writings and records of our city to see
when and why immigrant groups came here. What part did
each have in building the city? Have they been active in
city affairs? Consult teachers from these groups for
further information. They will be able to give you
61
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information themselves and to tell of leaders outside of
school who will be glad to give you further information.
(Historical writings and records will be found in tne
reference room of tne city library and at tne Manchester
Historic Association, lou will be able to see tne original
contracts which brought many of the immigrants to tne city
to work in the Amoskeag Mills at the Manchester Historic
Association
.
)
6. It has been said that school boards and superintendents are
apt to favor old- stock Americans when they hire teachers.
The following chart will 6how whether this is true in our
school. Explain tne purpose of the survey to our teachers.
Do not Include names of teacners. Is your group represented
on the faculty?
Faculty Members
Teacners National Origin Reli&ious Group
3
Consult local laws and city officers or lawyers tnat; you may
know to see if there are any laws that restrict certain
groups wholly or in part because of religious, racial, or
national prejudice. If there are such laws, are they still
enforced? Why were they passed in the first place?
Interview the sponsors of the Elbow Room. What are tne

reasons it was establisned? Why was it a valuable asset
to the city? Why was it discontinued? How would you go
about having it re- establisned? What obstacles would have
to be overcome? How would you plan for its success, know-
ing tne weaknesses of the previous venture? Do you tnink
such a recreation center is needed in peace times?
9. For investigation: Are tnere any organizations in tnis
city which are actively engaged in promoting the welfare
of minority groups? To wnat extent do they hold tne
interest of and enlist the support of student and adult
citizens? Ask your parents, minister, members of Lyons
Club, or other organizations.
10. How have immigrant groups contributed to tne building of
the city's industry? Remember that immigrant groups
include skilled laborers as well as ordinary laborers
without specialized skills. Consult your parents and city
industrialists. Much material will be found in tne refer-
ence room in tne city library and in documents at tne
Mancnester Historic Association.
11. Plan for some kind of friendly meeting between West and
Central Hign Schools. Make your plans detailed enough so
tnat tney can be given to the headmaster for furtner
consideration.
12. This unit snould suggest ideas for original cartoons,
charts, or graphs and drawings. Prepare individual draw-
ings or a series of drawings about any phase of the unit.
i
13. See tne motion picture, "Gentleman's Agreement."
14. Suggested subjects for graphs and cnarts: (See Landis and
Landis, Social Living
,
pp. 575 - 594.)
(1) . Distribution of Total Population, White and
Non- White
(2) . Distribution of Non-White Races
(3) . Where Our White Population Game From
(4) . Immigration by Ten-Year Periods
(5) . Relationship of Human Races
(6) . Homes of tne Human Races
15. Any other activity wnicn interests you. See your teacher
for approval. Be sure it is well-planned.

Summarizing Essay
(This essay is assigned so that the student will summarize
important facts learned through study and in completing the
various activities selected by him.)
Title: What Intercultural Relations Means to Me
(The following outline is a suggestion only. You may follow
it, or you may make your own.)
I. Religious, racial, and national prejudice in our
school and city
A. Extent
1. Causes
B. Metnods being used to combat it
1. Active, planned metnods
2. Work, not planned or consciously carried
out, tnat doe6 much to combat it
II. What my classmates and I can do to eliminate
prejudice and establisn strong inter-group
friendliness and cooperation
Attitude Test, Form B
You have just been given the Form B scale for measuring
attitudes towards race, nationality, and religion. Read tne
directions for filling in the blanks and fill them in as we go
along. (Time for reading and filling in the blanks.) Read the
directions and check the statements as directed.
A Scale for Measuring Attitudes towards Races and Nationalities
H. H. Grice, edited by H. H. Remmers
Form B
Lafayette, Indiana, Division of Educational Reference
Purdue University, 1933 - 1936
(Results of this scale will be compared with the Form A
scale which was given at the beginning of the unit. After the
second test has been given and scored, both tests will be
returned and the results explained. Tnis should give some
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indication of tne growtn of tne students as a result of the
activities in which they have participated.)
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List of Materials and References for Pupils' Use
1. Uavian, Gray, Groves
Our Changing Social Order
D. C. heath and Co., Boston
Revised edition, 1947
2. Landis, Paul H. , and Landis, Judson T.
Social Living
Ginn and Company, boston
1938
3. Adamic, Louis
A Nation of Nations
iiarper and Brothers Publishers, New York
1944
4. Adamic, Louis
My America
Harper and Brothers Publishers, New York
1938
5. Adamic, Louis
From Many Lands
harper and Brotners Puolisners, New York
1940
6. Alland, Alexander, and Wise, James Waterman
The S-prlngf ield Plan
Tne Viking Press, New York
1945
7. Beard, Annie
Our Foreign-horn Citizens ; What They Have Done for
America
Crowell Publishing Co. , New York
(Revised Edition)
1939
8. Benjamin, Robert Spiers
I_ Am an American
Alliance Book Corporation, New York
1941
9. hok, Edward
The Americanization of Edward Bok
ScriDners, New York
1921
10. Brown, Francis J., and Roucek, Joseph Slabey
One America
Prentice- Hall
,
Inc., New York
1945
t
11. Brown, Francis J., and Roucek, Joseph Siabey
Our Racial and National Minorities
Prentice- Wall, Inc., New York
1937
12. Carroll, Gladys
As the Eartn Turns
Macmillan, New York
1933
13. Cather, Willa
My Antonla
noughton Mifflin Company, Publishers, Boston
1918
14. Chatto, Clarence, and Halligan, Alice
The Story of tne Springfield Plan
tsarnes and Noble, New York
1945
15. Conrad, Earl
Jim Crow America
Duell, Sloan, and Pearce, New York
1947
16. Dubois, W. E. B.
Black Folk Tnen and Now
Henry holt and Company, New York
1939
17. DuBois, W. E. B.
Color and Democracy : Colonies and Peace
harcourt, Brace, and Company, New York
1945
18. Elliott, John H.
Building Bridges between Croups that Differ in
Faith
,
Race
.
Culture
National Conference of Christians and Jews, 381
Fourth Avenue, New York lb, New York
1945
19. Frankenstein, Ernst
Justice for My People
Dial Press, New ¥ork
1944
20. Camio, Manuel
The Mexican Immigrant
university of Cnicago Press
1931

21. Graham, Gwethalyn
Earth and High Heaven
J. B. Lippincott Company, New York
1944
22. Halsey, Margaret
Color Blind
Simon and Scnuster, New York
1946
23. Hansen, Marcus
Tne Immigrant in American history
harvard University Press
1940
24. Herrick, Arnold, and Askwitn, Herbert
This Way. to Unity
Oxford Book Company , New York
1945
(edited by)
25. Hobson, Laura
G-entleman ' s Agreement
Simon and Schuster, New York
1947
26. Irwin, Will
Notable Americans of Foreign Birth
Common Council for American Unity, New York
1940
27. Janowsky, Oscar I.
The American Jew
harper and Brothers Publisners, New York
1942
28. Johnson, James Weldon
Autobiography of an Ex- Colored Man
Alfred A. Knopf, New York
1933
29. Johnson, James Weldon
Black Manhattan
Alfred A. Knopf, New York
1930
30. Klineberg, Alfred
Characteristics of the American Negro
warper and Brothers Publishers, New York
1944
tI
31. LaFarge, John
The Race Question and the Negro
(A study of the Catholic Doctrine on interracial
justice)
Longmans, Green, and Company, New York
1945
32. Leonard, Oscar
Americans All
behrman House Publishers, New York
1945
33. Livingston, Sigmund
Must Men Hate
World Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio
1945
34. Logan, Spencer
A Negro' s Faltn in America
The Macmillan Company, Boston
1946
35. McLellan, Mary (edited by)
Within Our Gates
harper and Brotners Publishers, Nev; York
1940
36. McWilliams, Carey
Brothers under the Skin
Little, brown and Company, Boston
1943
37. Moon, Bucklin
Primer for White Folks
Doubleday, Doran and Company, Garden City, New York
1945
38. Moon, Bucklin
The High Cost of Prejudice
Harper and Brothers Publishers, New York
1947
39. Pannunzio, Constantin M.
Soul of an Immigrant
Macmillan Company, New York
1921
40. Patri, Angelo
Scnoolmaster of the Great City
Macmillan Company, New York
1922
i
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41. Powdermaker, Hortense
Probing Our Prejudices
harper and Brothers Publishers, New York
1944
42. Pupin, Michael Idvorsky
From Immigrant to Inventor
Scribner's, New York
1923
43. Rolvaag, Ole Edvart
Giants in the Earth
harper and Brothers Publishers, New York
1927
44.
45.
Schrieki, Bertram
Allen Americans
Viking Press, New York
1936
(edited by)Shaw, Harry, and Davis, Ruth,
Americans One and All
harper and Brothers Puolishers, New York
1947
46. Sickels, Alice L.
Around the World in St. Paul
university of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis
1945
47. Soper, Edmund Davison
Racism : A World Issue
Abington-CokesDury Press, New York
1947
48. Walker, Anna Kendrick
Tuskegee and the Black Belt
'i'ne Dietz Press, Richmond, Virginia
1944
49. Wittke, Carl
We Who Built America
Prentice-hall, New York
1939
50. Yates, Elizabeth
Nearby
Coward-McCann, New York
1947
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Objective Test on the Unit
(Directions: On a separate sheet of paper, number the lines
1 — 40. Read the following statements carefully. In each
statement one of the choices is not, for some reason, true
or acceptable. Place the letter which accompanies this
unacceptable choice beside the corresponding number on the
answer sheet.)
1. In building a better America, minority groups want to be
and need to be (a) accepted, (b) tolerated, (c) res-
pected, (d) made partners.
2. In trying to understand the actions, reactions, and
interests of minority groups through the study of their
representatives that we know, we must remember the evidence
we are studying is illustrative of (a) the members of the
group as a whole, (b) only certain members of the group,
(c) the individuals we are studying, (d) probably only a
few of the group.
3. To be tolerant of the beliefs, practices, and habits of a
minority group is to (a) endure them, (b) allow them,
(c) do nothing to prevent them, (d) respect them.
4. Prejudices are misjudgments based on (a) bias, (b) intol-
erance, (c) critical thought, (d) false information.
5. People who hold strong convictions and feel deeply on
matters of race, creed, and nationality, frequently fail to
(a) respect personal worth, (b) challenge those who hold
differing views, (c) cooperate in intergroup activities,
(d) get complete and correct Information on controversial
issues.
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6. My ancestors were (a) members of a minority group,
(b) foreigners, (c) pure American stock, (&) contributors
to the American culture pattern.
^ 7. The American ideal is best demonstrated by (a) inter-
group tolerance, (b) neighborly good will, (c) inter-
group understanding, (d) mutual appreciation.
8. Prejudices may be caused by (a) no information, (b) un-
pleasant experiences with individuals of a minority group,
(c) common likenesses within the groups, (d) incomplete
and/or incorrect information.
9. Intergroup prejudices (a) caused by emotional conditioning,
(b) have deep roots, (c) are passed on from generation to
generation, (d) are instinctive.
10. There is little difference in personality, in physical
development, and in intellectual ability (a) between the
averages of two groups, (b) between individuals belonging
to the same group, (c) between Catholics and Jews,
(d) between French and Irish.
11. In order that different racial, national, and religious
groups may live together harmoniously, there must be
intergroup feelings of (a) cooperative goodwill, (b) res-
pect for the individual, (c) neighborly interest and
helpfulness, (d) "live and let live."
12. Studying and understanding differences in culture, habits,
and customs which have their origin in racial, national, or
religious backgrounds lead to (a) emotionalized condition-
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ing, (b) friendliness, (c) appreciation, (d) respect.
13. Stereotyped ideas about differences due to race, creed, or
•
nationality are often strengthened by (a) cartoons,
(b) radio stories, (c) editorials, (d) motion pictures.
14. We must cease to classify individuals as (a) old-stock
Americans and foreigners, (b) interdependent citizens and
neighbors, (c) Whites and Negroes, (d) Jews and Christians.
15. We must eliminate the inconsistencies between (a) word and
deed, (b) understanding and sympathy, (c) impulse and act,
(d) ideal and practice.
16. The purpose of a unit on intercultural relations is to
(a) overcome intolerance based on racial, religious, and
national bigotry, (b) arouse a growing activity in the
fight against bias and discrimination, (c) develop a
typical American culture, (d) promote American unity based
on teamwork among all groups.
17. Science has produced (a) no evidence of racial superiority,
(b) no evidence of national superiority, (c) no evidence
of minority group superiority, (d) no evidence of individual
superiority within groups.
18. Prejudice is dangerous because it (a) cultivates habits of
thinking which belie rumors, (b) prevents equal opportun-
ities for all groups, (c) causes national disunity,
(d) hurts the minority group discriminated against.
19. Superiority of our minority groups — racial, religious,
and national — cannot be accurately found because
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(a) superiority is an individual asset, (b) there is no
measure which is valid, (c) there are no superior minority
groups, (d) the Negroes are our only large minority group.
20. A study of this unit on intercultural relations should
bring about (a) better understanding of social customs and
purposes of minority groups, (b) an increased intergroup
respect, good will, and friendliness, (c) a sympathetic
understanding of why minority groups contribute so little
to our culture, (d) an increased understanding and apprec-
iation of the democratic way of life.
21. The readings and activities of this unit about our own
community should (a) help us to distinguish between fact
and opinion, (b) lead us to accept our present social
standards and democratic institutions, (c) teach us to
recognize bias and prejudice, (d) Increase our respect for
the rights and opinions of all groups.
22. Knowing our neighbors and understanding their group
problems tends to eliminate (a) bias, (b) misjudgment
,
(c) Interdependence, (d) favoritism.
23. Scientists classify the great races of the world by (a)
shape of the head, (b) shape of the nose, (c) cross-
section of the hair, (d) color of the skin.
24. Racial mixture with the resulting ethnic groups has been
due to (a) concentration, (b) conquest, (c) commerce,
(d) colonization.
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25. Favorable location at a given time caused the advanced
civilizations of our earliest history to occur among the
(a) Chinese, (b) Jews, (c) Egyptians, (d) Nordics.
26. In studying racial differences it is necessary to know
how much of the apparent inferiority is due to (a) poverty
of environment of either group, (b) intellectual superior-
ity of individuals being tested, (c) physical superiority
of individuals being tested, (d) Inherited differences
between the two groups.
27. The results of intelligence tests given to Negroes in this
country show that (a) 25% of the Negroes have IQ' s as
high or higher than the White average, (b) country Negroes
have higher IQ's than city Negroes, (c) the average IQ of
Negroes is lower than the White average IQ, (d) Northern
Negroes have higher IQ's than Southern Negroes.
28. In trying to remedy the problem of intolerance and
discrimination in our city, we should (a) try to understand
its causes and find methods of combatting it, (b) correct
conditions causing it and thus eliminate trouble centers,
(c) ignore it and let it die out gradually, (d) talk about
it and attack it aggressively.
29. Our strongest prejudices are usually the result of (a)
unfortunate early childhood conditioning, (b) strong
prejudices held by others in our immediate environment,
(c) the result of mis judgment and misinformation, (d)
living in a majority group with little or nc contact with
<J
t
the minority group.
30. Immigrant groups who persistently cling to their Old-World
customs and language should (a) be encouraged to learn the
American way of life as soon as possible and drop their
former ways, (b) be urged to learn the American way and
combine and share both ways, (c) be taught the American
way gradually by intermingling and being neighborly with
other minority groups, (d) be encouraged to attend evening
schools, lectures, church, church socials, and other
gatherings much as they did in their homeland for the
purpose of learning about their new homeland and their
new neighbors.
31. A minority group is a group that (a) is larger than the
dominant group, (b) may speak a different language from
that spoken by the dominant group, (c) may have different
customs from those of the dominant group, (d) frequently
suffers from political, social, and/or economic discrim-
ination.
32. Prejudice against a racial group is (a) learned from
one's associates, (b) acquired from the comics or movies,
(c) inherited, (d) the result of unpleasant experiences
an individual has had with members of the group.
33. When an individual continually expresses hostility toward
a minority group, his feeling may be the result of (a)
ignorance, (b) strong evidence that the group is inferior,
(c) leek of personal security, (d) prejudice against a few
<^
in the group.
34. Anthropologists believe that (a) intelligence is greatly
influenced by the individual's opportunity to learn,
(b) minority groups may develop unfavorable characteris-
tics due to discriminations they encounter, (c) the
dominant group in the community has superior native
ability, (d) the dominant group in the community has fewer
and/ or less difficult obstacles to overcome.
35. Important causes for the poverty and lack of advancement
of the minority groups in the United States are (a) econ-
omic discrimination, (b) lack of vocational training,
(c) malnutrition and ill health, (d) inborn shiftlessness
.
36. People who hold stron^ convictions on matters of race,
creed, and nationality (a) are frequently intolerant of
those who do not hold similar views, (b) are often
prejudiced, (c) are rarely influenced by appeals to
understanding and sympathy, (d) rarely hold the idea that
minority groups are a group apart because they have
inferior native ability.
37. Minority groups, being scapegoated by dominant groups,
frequently (a) ignore the prejudice directed against them,
(b) project their injuries on other minority groups either
within or without their own group, (c) accept the idea
they really are inferior, (d) try to win the favor of the
dominant group.

38. There will be social progress in tnis country if (a) equal
opportunities are established for all, (b) tne present
distribution of opportunities is preserved, (c) tne rignts
of tne weak are protected at all times, (d) tne dominant
group insists on a fair distribution of opportunities for
advancement
.
39. We constantly feel or see tne effect of prejudices; (a)
partisan prejudices are common at election time, (d)
minority groups are more apt to be scapegoated during
times of stress, as in a depression, Cc) we inherit a few
prejudices and gain otners through contacts witn otner
groups, (d) minority groups are prejudiced against otner
minority groups as well as against the dominant groups.
40. Intergroup, community policy, developed to help minority
groups, is apt to (a) make the groups in question more
aggressive and hard to get along with, (b) make them more
law-abiding, (c) make them more useful in the community,
(d) make possible better opportunities for individuals
in all groups.
It
Key to Objective Test on the Unit
1. b 27. b
2. a 28. c
3. d 29. d
4. c 30. a
5. b_ 31. a
6. c 32. c
7. a 33. b
8. c 34. c
9. d 35. d
10. b 36. d
11. d 37. c
12. a 38. D
13. c 39. c
14. b 40. a
15. b
16. c
17. d
18. a
19. d
20. c
21. b
22. c
23. d
24. a
25. d
26. d

CHAPTER III
THE UNIT ASSIGNMENT IN USE
Estimating Educative Growth
Estimating educative growth in the area of intercultural
relations is difficult because it consists of growth in meaning
and insight, tne intangibles on wnich are based concepts, ideals,
attitudes, and appreciations. Tne writer used several methods
to keep informed on students' growth. Instead of the usual
pre-test, a standardized attitude test was administered at the
beginning of the study, and a second form of the same test was
given at the end of the unit. The scores were compared for
growth. Careful observation of student activity and perform-
ance, although admittedly subjective, was another testing
procedure. In the laboratory phase tne teacher worked with
individual students or with groups of students. Opportunity to
observe progress individually and to question students inform-
ally presents itself constantly in the unit organization being
used. Further measure was found in the summarizing essays, but
the final measure was based on the informal objective test
built by tne teacher for her specific groups and focalized on
tne statement of tne unit and its delimitation. The aim was to
build a test composed of items that are significant, achievable,
and differentiating.
Several considerations prompted tne selection of the
reverse-multiple cnoice form. It is the type recommended by
Austin J. McCaffrey, Superintendent of the Manchester Public
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Scnool System, wno considers tnat it "emphasizes positive
education." It was prescribed by William H. Cartwrignt,
Assistant Professor of Education, boston University, in the
course, Teacning the Social Studies in Secondary Schools . Of
it Wesley^/ says in part:
For tne social studies teacner tne multiple- choice type
is perhaps tne most useful of all objective test forms.
It can be used in testing for information, for tne under-
standing of concepts and relationships, for the ability
to discriminate, and for otner insignts and abilities.
Tne reverse multiple- cnoice seems to give greater
assurance tnat every option is considered than does
the straight multiple- cnoice . Tne evidence for this is
two-fold. A class will consistently take more time to
answer forty reverse multiple- cnoice items tnan it does
to answer forty straight multiple- choice items. Students
volunteer tne observation that tney must give every
option a critical glance Defore tney accept it as correct.
Wesley furtner instructs the teacher wno is making his own new
type test to use tne reverse multiple-cnoice form when tne
number of true statements of a closely related nature is greater
than the number of plausibly Inadequate items.
Results of Objective Testing on tne Unit .— Three objective
type tests were used during the teaching of tne unit. As a
pre-test, Form A of A Scale for Measuring Attitude toward Races
2/
and Natlonalitie
s
was administered without previous announce-
ment or discussion before the introduction of the unit. The
scales were scored and set aside for later comparison and
1/ Edgar Bruce Wesley, Teaching the Social Studies
(Boston: D. C. heath and Company, 1942), pp. 570-571.
2/ H. H. Remmers editor H. H. Grice, A Scale for
Measuring Attitude toward Races and Nationalities (Lafayette,
Indiana: Division of Educational Reference, Purdue University)
r
discussion. On the twenty- tftird day of the work the summariz-
ing essay was due. The students assumed a discussion period
would follow; instead they were given Form a of A Scale for
Measuring Attitude toward Races and Nationalities^ .
In constructing his scales, Remmers utilizes tne principle
that equally-often-observed differences are equal. He attempts
to measure attitude towards a large group or class ratner tnan
towards individuals, Tne first step is to collect statements
about a given group from many different sources. The second
step is the sorting, by a large number of judges, of the
statements into several piles with respect to degree of favor-
ableness towards the group. The third step is the selection of
a number of statements, in tnls case 60, ranging from extreme
favorableness to extreme unfavorableness towards the group, and
the assignment of scale values to tnese statements. Tnis is
done by a statistical method wnich is based on tne sorting by
the judges. In scoring, tne scale value of each item with
wnich tne subject agrees is noted and a score is assigned wnich
corresponds to the median scale value. A high scale value means
a favorable attitude; a low scale value indicates an unfavorable
attitude. Tne "psychological zero" (i.e.., indifference) is at
six. The high score on Form A is 10.9; low score is 0.4. On
Form B the high score is 10.5, and the low score is tne same
as tnat on Form A or 0.4. A wide scatter of scores for an
1/ Ibid.

individual signifies a general tolerance factor.
Table VII snows tne attitude of eacn student towards
Communists, Negroes, British, Jews, and Catholics before
study or discussion had taken place and after study and
discussion had been completed.

TABLE VIII
SCORES OF 63 STUDENTS ON TWO FORMS OF A SCALE FOR MEASURING
ATTITUDE TOWARD RACES AND NATIONALITIES
Communists Negroes Britisn Jews Catnolics
Form A B A B A B A B A - B
Case
1 2 8 5 2 8 2 8 0 7 4 7 8 ft 3 ft 3 ft 3 a 4
2 1 8 1 9 8 7 5 7 8 1 8 7 7 7 ft 7O.I 7 Q a 3
3 2 5 6.5 8 7 8 0 8 7 8 5 b 9 ft 2 ft 5 ft B
4 2 4 5*9 8.3 8 0 8 8 8 4 ft 1 ft 5 ft ft a f>
5 2.2 4 4 2*7 8 1 6 8 9 0 9 1
. X ft 5 ft 1o . X ft Q
6 3*.6 V 7 8 4 8 6 8 4 8 6 ft fi ft 4 ft 4 ft
7 3.6 5 7 3.9 5 0 4 4 7 2 4 3 7 7 4 4 H ft
8 2.4— » x 4 9 8*6 7 9 8 4 8 0 O
. X ft 1O . X ft 4 ft 1o . X
9 2 5 5.4 4 8 7 2 8.9 8 0 a 7 ft 4 ft A ft 9
10 8.1 4.4 6.0 7 9 8*2 8 1 5 3 ft 0 ft 1o . X ft n
11 8.7 7.9 3.9 5 0 8*2 8.8 7 9 a 2 5 7 ft 2
12 2.2 4.5 3.5 3.1 8 2 8^8 8 1 8 3 a 4 ft 5
13 8.7 7.9 8.3 8 4 8 4 8*3 8 4 8 0 a a ft 1o . X
14 3.1 1.2 2.7 3.2 9.0 6.1 6 0 7 7 8 1'
. x 7 7
15 2.8 4.4 8.2 8.7 5.2 8.9 7 7 9 2 5 3 8 8
16 3.1 2.4 4.4 8.0 8.4 8 5 8 7 8 5 8 5 8 5
17 3.1 3.0 6.8 8.0 8.4 8.8 8 3 8.5 8 0 8 6
18 2.5 5.6 4.4 8.0 7.4 8.0 8 0 8*1 4 4 7 7
19 2.1 1.8 8.5 8.5 8.7 8 7 8 7 8 7 8 7 a 4
20 8.0 4.5 8.1 5.3 8.0 6 8 8 1W • -L. 6 8 8 5 7 2
21 7.7 4.0 8.5 5.7 9 9 8.6 7 7 8 4o
.
~ 9 2 a 4
22 2.8 4.4 8.7 8.4 8.7 8*8 8 8 8 7o
.
•
a 7 a a
23 2.8 5.1 8.8 7.7 8 9 8.0 8 7 8 0 a a ft n
24 8.9 5.0 8.7 5.4 9.1 8.0 9 9 8 0 9 2 ft n
25 2.3 2.4 7.7 3.3 7 8 8*7 5 1 5 7 ft 4 ft
26 6.1 8.0 8.8 5.4 9 1 8 6 8 7 a 2 »
. x ft p,
27 2.2 1.8 8.6 8 0 8 7 8 2 8 7O.I ft ^ ft 7 ft R
28 2.1 1.8 2.2 3 6 8 9 8 6 7 2 ft 7 7 7 9
29 8.4 4.0 8.5 6.8 9.2 8.4 8.8 8.2 9.2 8.2
30 1.8 3.7 2.7 6.9 8.6 8.7 3.6 7.8 8.8 8.7
31 8.7 8.2 8.6 8.2 8.6 8.2 8.6 8.2 8.6 8.4
2.4 2.4 5.2 4.5 7.9 8.5 6.3 6.5 8.4 8.8
33 2.3 1.7 8.8 8.5 8.5 8.9 8.8 8.5 8.9 8.734 2.7 3.0 8.2 8.5 8.5 8.9 8.8 8.6 9.1 8.635 9.1 7.7 8.8 8.2 9.5 8.9 8.8 8.8 9.5 8.836 2.2 2.5 7.9 2.3 8.5 9.2 7.9 9.2 8.5 8.637 2.7 6.1 2.2 5.3 8.8 8.8 8.4 8.8 8.7 8.738 1.9. 2.8 4.6 8.1 8.1 8.4 8.9 8.2 9.2 8.639 2.9 1.9 3.8 7.8 8.2 8.7 8.5 8.7 8.2 8.440 3.1 4.4 5.2 7.3 8.1 8.3 5.8 7.9 7.9 8.441 1.8 6.0 8.5 8.7 8.2 8.8 8.7 8.8 8.1 8.642 6.9 2.5 8.0 8.7 7.2 7.8 6.8 8.4 8.1 8.4

TABLE VIII (continued)
SCORES OF 63 STUDENTS ON TWO FORMS OF A SCALE FOR MEASURING-
ATTITUDE TOWARD RACES AND NATIONALITIES
'Communists Negroes British Jews Catholics
Ford A B A B A B A B A B
Case
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2.5 2.8 8.7 8.7 7.9 8.6 8.7 8.6 8.1 8.0
44
|
8.0 8.5 8.7 8.5 8.7 8.5 8.7 8.5 8.7 8.5
45 2.7 3.5 8.4 8.0 8.9 8.2 9.2 8.3 9.2 8.4
46 8.7 6.1 7.7 4.5 8.8 8.7 9.2 8.9 8.8 8.8
47 8.5 4.0 8.2 8.2 8.4 8.5 8.7 8.5 8.4 8.5
48 2.3 1.6 9.0 8.5 8.9 8.8 4.4 8.4 8.9 8.8
A Q o oc , <c 4.4 5.3 8.0 8.8 8.7 8.8 8.4 8.7 8.6
50 2.5 2.8 2.4 7.7 6.0 8.8 4.0 6.8 8.0 8.7
51 1.9 Q Q. y . y Q Qo . y q ao . o y . o Q CO . D D . O 8.D O OO . C 8 . b
52 2.2 2.7 8.3 8.1 8.4 8.7 3.9 8.4 8.3 8.4
53 3.1 6.1 7.2 8.0 8.8 8.5 8.9 8.4 8.8 8.6
54 2.2 3.2 9.0 8.1 8.6 8.6 8.8 8.8 8.8 8.7
55 3.1 9.0 2.4 3.1 2.5 2.5 9.0 8.7 7.3 1.8
56 l.S 4.5 2.0 7.3 8.4 8.0 8.7 8.7 3.9 7.8
57 7.1 7.2 8.4 8.0 8.9 8.8 8.5 8.4 8.8 8.5
58 2.3 3.8 8.4 8.1 8.4 8.4 8.5 8.4 8.7 8.4
59 8.5 7.8 8.6 7.9 8.6 8.4 8.5 8.4 8.5 8.3
60 3.1 2.6 2.4 3.1 8.5 8.8 5.8 5.0 8.5 8.7
61
j 2.5 2.6 5.8 4.5 4.2 8.8 8.3 6.8 7.4 8.8
62 2.4 2.5 8.5 8.6 8.4 8.7 8.5 8.6 5.8 7.8
63 2.2 3.2 8.4 8.1
|
8.5
,
8.6 8.7 8.5 8.3 8.7
The growth of student attitudes, summarized, is shown in
Table IX.
TABLE IX
GROWTH OF STUDENT ATTITUDES SUMMARIZED
Growth Positive Negative Neutral
Grouns
Communists 38 24 1
Negroes 28 32 3
British 32 25 6
Jews 27 29 7
Catholics 27 32 4
€
The writer feels that the results indicated on the
attitude growth table, while interesting, are of little
scientific value. The five groups selected for the attitude
scales were appropriate for the classes being studied. It
seems probable, however, that the influence of news releases of
the period counteracted to a considerable extent the learning
experiences of the unit. The writer offers a personal opinion,
based on careful observation of all students during the 24- day
period, that the favorable growth towards Communists was due to
a determined effort to be fair because it would be an indication
of intolerance to be adverse to any group. The radio and
newspapers made them acutely conscious of the group, and so,
since they did not know how to interpret the scoring of
individual items, they failed to cneck them. In general, a
small number of items tends to give a higher score. It seems
improbable that such a distinct growth would be noted in only
one of the five groups if the growth were a direct result of
the teachings of the unit.
In Table X a frequency distribution of the raw scores on
the final test is shown.
4
TABLE X
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES OF 63 STUDENTS
ON THE FINAL TEST
Scores Freauency
39-40 0
37-38 1
35-36 2
33-34 15
31-32 11
29-30 11
27-28 7
25-26 8
23-24 2
21-22 3
19-20 3
17-18 0
Total 63
Mean 29.34
S.D. 4.25
Table X snows tne mean score of 63 students to be 29.34 with a
standard deviation of 4.25. This means that 68 per cent of the
scores should fall between 33.59 and 25.09 if the test is
reliable and if the distribution is normal. However approxim-
ately 80 per cent of the group fall into this area. This may
be due in part to the group being studied, but it probably
indicates inadequacies in the test.
Figure 2 shows the growth of the students as measured by
the teacher-made objective test by means of a histogram of tne
actual distribution of pupil growth and a relative growth scale.
This indicates how tne individual pupil's actual growth
compares with the actual growth made by other pupils in the
class and with the average growth of tne class. The students
are classified in five relative-growth groups. Group I consists

of those who have made very superior growth In the learning
experiences included in the unit. Group II students are those
who have made distinctly above average growth. Group III
students have made average growth. Group IV consists of those
who have made growth distinctly less than average, and Group V
students have made very inferior growth.

Group
IV
26
Students
Group
III
IS"
Students
Group
II
t
Group
I
Student
3
6
Student 8 Group
V
3
Students
Actual Distribution of Student Growth
.19 33 t 3 3 36 t 37 t 30,31 34,35 38,
x 39.34 y
Relative-Growth Scale
FIGURE 3
DISTRIBUTION OF FINAL OBJECTIVE TEST DATA
FOR 63 STUDENTS
0« • • •
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Report Based on the Daily Journal Kept by the Teacner
In an attempt to observe accurately the daily progress
made by teacher and students, the teacher kept a daily journal
of her own observations and comments and suggestions made by
the students. In it are included class reactions to the unit
assignment as a whole and in part and random remarks sometimes
directed to the teacher and sometimes overneard by her. Some
of the suggestions could be and were put in use in the present
unit assignment; others will be incorporated in it when it is
revised for next year's classes.
Some of tne entries have been condensed under the heading
of motivation. Pupil behavior during the study is described in
the day by day activity during the 24-day teaching period.
Motivation .—Although It was not stressed, the attitude
scale was the first motivating activity. It aroused interest,
inward questioning, and some concern.
The variety and number of items in the initial exhibit
aroused keen interest and showed what is being done throughout
the country to stimulate people to action. The individuals
taking part in tne nation-wide movement are known to many
students. Some were impressed by the extent of tne movement.
Every student could read, study, or just look. They could work
in groups or individually. This was not merely a two- day
activity; many became so familiar with it that they referred to
it while working on the activities. Several brought in current
magazine and newspaper articles to add to the exhibit. One of

these was the Reader's Digest condensation of W. L. White's
Lost Boundaries .
One student who usners at a local tneatre announced tne
coming of Gentleman' s Agreement . This was a hoped-for but
wholly unexpected break. (The original unit included seeing
the picture because it was current at that time.) Several who
saw it read the book in order to be able to compare the values
of each experience.
Plans and suggestions for carrying out activities were
written on the board from time to time. Attention was called
in tnis way to activities and related materials. Notices of
changes in the working schedule were announced in tnis way.
In all over 100 books were available in tne classroom or
on reserve in the school library. The city library lent 42
books wnich were kept in the classroom. These could be taken
out or read, at times, in tne classroom. Reading was not
limited to these selections.
Tne teacner was able to comment on personal experiences
with Negroes, Mexicans, Indians, Filipinos, and foreign
students. Tnis added information as well as interest— some
students were sure Mexicans and Chinese experience liutle
discrimination in tne United States simply because tney had no
knowledge or experience in tne area. A visitor in tne class
told of Negro cnaplains he had known during the war.
The general trips planned in the unit assignment could not
be arranged. Two students visited tne Historic Association to

get information from tne records of the ^moskeag Manufacturing
Company in connection with tne activity related to Scottish
immigration to tne city.
Daily Progress in tne Unit Assignment .— On November 16,
work on the unit, Building Better Intercultural Relations . was
begun. Preliminary discussion of the subject matter of the next
unit was intentionally avoided by the teacner in order to
prevent consideration of tne expected, accepted reaction to
intolerance. The scale was distributed at the beginning of
tne period. Directions were read, necessary explanations were
given, and tne students went to work. They completed the tests
near the end of tne period. There is little opportunity for
second and fourtn period students in tne college division to
exchange information concerning class activities, and so the
second group was also unprepared for tne attitude test. Class
reactions were similar. They were more interested in what came
next tnan in puzzling over individual questions. When tne
papers were passed in, both groups snowed concern about how the
tests could be marked, how anyone would know the right answers,
how anyone could expect tne answers would be the same for all
people, and wnen tney would know whether they had passed. Tney
were told that the tests are scaled by means of a formula, for
which no explanation was given in tne test manual, there is no
passing or failing score, ranks merely snow one's present
attitude towards certain groups listed, and tney would know how
they stood later, probably much later, because other papers

would have to oe corrected before tnese were. Satisfied by
tnie information, tney turned their interests to other channels,
and tne teacher was assured for a time, at least, tnat their
thoughts would not be on wnat they snould be tninking about
intolerance. One student, the refugee from Nazi Germany, was
heard to comment, "If a person has attitudes like tnose in tne
attitude scale, he snould keep tnem to himself."
Second and third days .— The exhibit of pamphlets, articles,
posters, pictures, and books, set up after scnool is actually
the introduction to and explanation of what the study involves.
The study guide was distributed at the beginning of the period
on tne second day. Attention was called to activity one which
would be class work and to activity two wnicn would be home
work for tne next two days followed by class discussion.
Students were anxious to read tne study guide but were led
instead to see tne value of studying the exhibit. At first
tney milled around from poster to poster, not quite knowing
wnat to do, then they started to read and moved on more smooth-
ly. Tney commented on various items and posters and were
frequently heard to suggest, "That is good," or "Better read
that." On tne tnird day it was noted that most of tnem went
back to begin where they left off the day before. A few had to
be directed to new materials and two, not noted for tneir
industry, waited occasionally for suggestions from tne teacher
concerning tne advisability of using tne time allotted for
gaining general insight in tne field. In general, although

supervision was required, discipline did not become a problem.
The teacher noted that quality and quantity were responsible
for tne Interest snown. Less up-to-date material or a more
limited amount would have caused an initial slump in interest.
Fourth and fifth days .— During the two-day discussion
students gradually understood tne value of studying tne general
background material after reading tne exhibit articles and
before beginning on local conditions. The final question
brought them directly to themselves and tne third core activity.
1
It was suggested that tne study guide be carefully read and a
tentative plan be made for carrying out tne activities.
Sixth day .—At tne beginning of tne laboratory period on
the sixth day the teacner spoke of core and optional related
activities. Several copies of the latter were posted and a
detailed description was given for eacn on individual cards.
The need for dally accomplishment was stressed. Some were
impatient with tnis advice; they were already working. Some
seemed lost; they did not know how to work on their own. A few
commented, "It was so much easier tne old way. Wnen I know I
nave the 'next five pages' to study I know just what I must do."
These needed some direction and much encouragement. A few
chose to read a book, but shortly they decided they could read
at home, and it would be more interesting to work with the
others. It was several days before these snowed real interest
and an inclination towards self-directed activity. The
teacner 1 s task was to show tnem the desirability of finding and
i
following their own interests in tneir study ratner than
carrying out orders from the teacher.
Seventh day .— On the seventh day activities five and six
on prejudice and snobbery as they affect the city and school
were discussed. All took part in the discussion; a few insisted
there is prejudice in the city and snobbery may exist in the
school, but they have never seen it and do not believe there
really is much. They were soon silenced but not convinced by
their classmates. Later, papers were prepared summarizing the
opinions of the class. Some Indicated how their misunderstand-
ings had changed and Increased as a result of tne class
discussion; otners snowed little growth. Much later tne
student, who had been so sure there is no prejudice nor snob-
bery in the school, passed in a paper covering the subject in
which he acknowledged his blindness. He is known to be a
"mark hound" but his paper was accepted at face value.
Eighth and ninth days .— Laboratory work under tne super-
vision and guidance of the teacher continued. Interest seemed
to be growing. Students were working well, plans were organ-
ized, some initiative was being snown. Some students had
several activities organized ahead so that they not only knew
how they would do them but also when they would fit into tneir
schedules. Others were following directions of the study guide
to the letter, doing tne work faithfully but not seeming to
realize it might be more interesting to follow their own
interests more closely. A few still needed much direction in
(a
planning and working.
Tenth day .— Briefing was given on the film, "The Negro
Soldier," a motion picture used extensively in the armed forces
in Troop Information Programs to eliminate prejudice and to
prepare the way for the non- segregation policy. It seemed
essential to explain the purpose of the film so that they would
not get a false impression of the Negro's place in the war. The
briefing made it possible for them to see and appreciate the
ability of the Negroes without being carried away with their
propagandized accomplishments. The value of this precaution
was demonstrated in the written reactions of several students
not in the class who had not been briefed and who saw the
picture. They wrote they liked the picture because it showed
"the Negroes were not discriminated against in the armed
forces.
"
Eleventh day .— Tne classes met in the auditorium to see
the training film.
Twelfth day
.
— The whole period was used in the discussion
of the film. Much interest was indicated. Several said they
wished we could have films like that at assemblies; others
expressed a desire to see it again. Several asked questions
concerning historical events depicted. One commented on the
excellence of the produdtion of the film; another praised the
quality and appropriateness of the musical accompaniment. One
questioned the Negro minister's decision to discard his pre-
pared sermon and talk about Negro accomplishments in America.

He wondered how ne happened to nave a copy of Hitler's Mein
Kaapf with him if his change in plans was, as he said, a
spontaneous reaction, the result of tne presence of such a
large numDer of military personnel in his congregation.
Students agreed tne film gave tnem new concepts and understand-
ings.
Tnlrteenth day .— Questions arose concerning activity ten,
the interviewing friends who are immigrants or tne children of
immigrants. Several did not know why. Otners nesitated to
talk to tnose they did know. Several students enjoyed tnese
questions — tney are tne children of immigrants and one is an
immigrant himself. A general discussion followed. Tnose wno
are children of immigrants talked freely about problems of
immigrants in America, tney spoke of things old- stock Americans
do wnich make it hard for tne newcomers, and tney gave pertin-
ent advice on how to conduct tne interviews. Tnis was wortn-
while for both groups for obvious reasons.
Several students asked about marks. It is significant
that no one had asked about marks until tne third week of work
was nearly over. l'hey realized that some activities must be
wortn more than otners, and they wanted to know how many
activities they "must 11 do. Tne following explanation was given.
Tne mark on the unit would be derived from a combination of
several tnings, for instance, tne amount of work done, tne
quality of tne work done, activity in class — oral discussion
and laboratory work — books read, otner readings, and tne

final test mark. Generally speaking wide reading and activity-
would result in a rich background which would De a nelp in
preparing written reports and in selecting correct answers in
tne final test.
Notices on the board reminded tnem to numoer each related
activity and to signify wnetner it was group or individual.
The "hall of Fame" exhibit should De a growing one, most val-
uable contributions would include local men and women. U'nis
remained a "live" activity tnrougnout trie study; available
space, four yards long Dy one yard wide, was filled three
times.
)
Some students asKed if time could De spent at tnls point
in discussing how certain activities would De presented. Plans
were made for later pooling of experiences.
|l Fourteenth day through the seventeenth dav .— Laboratory
work. Almost all students were working well in both classes.
A few still needed direction. The teacher noted tnat these
students were not accomplishing much, they were urged to do
more, but no mention of marks was made. An attempt was made
to keep them interested in the work so that they could increase
their understandings of the problems involved.
Eighteenth day through the twenty- second day .— These five
days were used for pooling learning experiences. In general
individuals or groups of individuals reported on their work.
They told how they had planned the activity, how they had
carried out their plans, and what their findings were. A

question period was followed by discussion. Students who had
worked on the same activity added information peculiar to their
experiences. Some preferred to hand in written reports to
avoid repetition, some are still timid about presenting oral
reports, while others enjoy talking before groups. Although
some students who had prepared excellent written reports on
their learning experiences were asked to share tneir results
with the class, lack of time prevented complete oral reports
on all activities.
The following paragraphs contain explanation of reports
on activities which the students found most interesting and
valuable. No attempt is made to place them in order of
excellence or according to pupil Interest.
Many students wrote about their national backgrounds and
the history of their group in America, several spoke Informally
in other discussions about the subject, but only a very few
were willing to give an oral report on the subject. Their
reluctance reveals that they have probably felt the sting of
prejudice and snobbery. There are two Armenians in tne groups,
one in each class. The boy asked for permission to work with
the other student in her class period to prepare a joint
report. The boy gave the report before both classes.
Several groups worked on the class declaration on methods
to combat prejudice in our school. One group reported on the
work of all groups, and the declarations were posted for com-
parative study. The bulletin boards were a constant source of

Interest throughout the study of the unit.
Each class selected a topic for a panel discussion. One
discussed "America, the Melting Pot." This group decided that,
although Immigrants do attempt and, to a certain extent, succeed
in adopting many American ways, the newcomers have much to i
contribute which enriches the lives of those already here. To
some this was sure proof of the melting-pot theory; to others
it meant that the American way of life is more than a mere
amalgam of customs and values. The other class group presented
Information on "How Newcomers Are Treated and Accepted in My
Neighborhood." They gave first hand information on how Negroes,
Jews, immigrants, and refugees had been accented and what they
thought about it. It was after this discussion that one boy
asked a question which showed the depth of his understanding.
"We all know what is wrong in the cases cited in the panel
discussion. We all know what the reaction should have been.
These neighbors of ours know, too. How can we be sure we can
and will do what is right when we are faced with the actual
problem? We may fail, too, and how are you going to feel about
us and the worth of units like the one we are now studying?"
The question was given back to the class. They concluded, "We
have learned a great deal about racial and religious prejudice
and bigotry. If we practice what we know, daily, here and now,
we shall be less apt to be prejudiced, bigoted, and unjust. We
shall probably fail many times, but failures will be fewer if
we are alert to the dangers, little and big, that we encounter."
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Ten Commandments against Prejudice and Intolerance were
developed by several groups. The chairman of one group asked
permission to collect the work of all groups and to build one
set for both classes. These were given to another group which
collaborated with a clever art student, and 10 posters were
exhibited.
One group from each class prepared a list of words and
phrases commonly used in speaking about minority groups. The
correct expressions were discussed first, followed by the
uncomplimentary ones and a few of the degrading ones. Much
information was obtained from members of the classes, some
students asked parents and friends outside of school, and
others depended on an unabridged dictionary.
Catholic and Jewish students liked the activity on holy
days and holidays. No Catholic student reported orally,
probably because they felt that almost all people know about
such days, but the three Jewish boys gave a very extensive
report on Jewish days. Student reaction to reports had been
most gratifying. The teacher felt that the reception of this
account would be, in a way, a test of the value of the unit as
a whole. Two of the boys went ahead with their part with
assurance; the third watched constantly for evidences of
amusement on the part of his classmates. However he saw none,
and the most valuable result of the work might well have been
his reassurance in his classmates.
Several more days could have bsen spent on the pooling- of-
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experiences phase, but it was not available, and the teacher
believes the high point of interest had been reached, and
further discussion would have been anticlimatic.
Twenty- third day .— The summarizing essay was due at the
beginning of the period. Form B of the Attitude Test was given
during this period. Most of the students realized that a
comparison of the results of both forms would reveal some
change in their attitudes. They were more hesitant and had to
be reassured occasionally. Some did not want to take it, some
did not want to sign their names, and some pointed out that if
they did not sign their names there would be no way to compare
growth. Three, two of the Jewish boys and the Armenian boy,
really objected but decided it would be interesting when they
realized they were the only ones holding out. The third Jewish
boy, the one who had watched his classmates during the report
on Jewish holidays, said he was glad to take it over because
he was sure his first test showed that he was very prejudiced.
Twenty-fourth day .— The objective test was administered.
Twenty-fifth day .— Without previous warning the students
were a6ked to write their opinion of the unit following the
plan outlined in the opinion questionnaire found later in this
paper. This completed the teaching of the unit.
r
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Pupil Comment after Completing the Unit Assignment
On the last day, after the final objective test had been
given, an opinion questionnaire was given to the students.
They were told they need not sign their names, the purpose of
the inquiry was to get a frank expression of the opinion of
each student on six points, as follows:
1. What is the velue, in general, of a unit on
intercultural relations?
2. Did you like the plan of the unit — the core
activities with related activities for groups
and individuals? Why?
3. What did you like especially about the unit?
4. What did you dislike about the unit?
5. What to you was the most valuable learning
experience of the unit?
6. Would you like another unit planned as this one has
been?
One student who has felt the sting of discrimination wrote
under question one as follows: "This unit is invaluable. It
helped to open minds which were at one time locked with the
seal of preconceived opinion. In other cases it opened more
widely minds that were snrouded in the dark cloud of doubt."
Another wrote, "I do not think the unit is going to stay with
us unless we want it to, but it does form a base so that if we
are interested we have something on which we can build by more
extensive research. Actually, I do not think that if a person
was strongly prejudiced to begin with this unit would by any
means eliminate his prejudice." A third student pointed out
the fact that a few weeks study would not wipe out prejudice
r 1
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of long standing and added that it is easy to give lip-service
to the correct attitudes while in class, but it is the attitude
outside of class which really counts. In general, the students
thought the unit had been valuable because it increased tne
understanding of tne problem as a whole and eliminated some
sore spots.
On question two, 40 students Indicated they liked the
unit, and 23 liked it with reservations. The better students
liked it; tne reservations were contradictory. Some liked the
core activities but objected to group activities. Some thought
all activities snould have been optional, and otners were just
as sure tne core activities were not particularly valuable, but
they liked especially the individual activities. A few were
overwhelmed by the amount of work to be done. No student
expressed dislike for the plan of the unit.
Almost all students liked best the opportunity to discuss
with their classmates all phases of tne problem. One student
liked studying about locsl conditions; he saw little value in
studying about problems beyond the reach and understanding of
the class. Another wrote, "It gives us a chance to practice
what we preach; I mean working in school with other students
of different nationalities. It really proves we can work
together without trouble." Several were shocked to discover
their own prejudices and felt this realization was most
important to them.
Answers to question four concerning dislikes were vague.
rr
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This is not strange since no student had expressed dislike for
the plan. They thought it should not be taught just before
Christmas when everyone was so busy, they did not like it
because they were unable to do all the activities they were
interested in, or they wanted more time to hear about the
learning experiences of others.
Learning about Jewish holy days and customs was mentioned
most frequently as the most valuable learning experience.
Second place went to information about Negroes through the
training film and tnrough reading. The excellence of the
film was mentioned by several. A few mentioned the reading
of worthwhile books, and one wrote, "The reading of Peace of
Mlnd^whicn I would not have read otherwise."
In answer to the last question, 45 would like another
unit planned in the same way. Seven would like another, but
they added reservations like more time, fewer activities, less
reading, more discussion, or more definite plans. The last
wanted a definite plan for each day, like one activity for all
each day. Eleven wrote merely, "No."
1/ Joshua Loth Liebman, Peace of Mind (New York:
Simon and Schuster, 1946)
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Strengths and Weaknesses of the Unit Assignment
Strengths of the Unit Assignment.— Tne organization of
the various features of tne unit assignment made it inviting
and challenging to groups that have had little experience with
this type of study. Contributing factors, observed during the
working period on tne unit assignment, include the use of much
current material in the initial exhibit and in the books
suggested, tne use of attitude tests instead of the usual
pre- tests, the variety of optional related activities for
individuals and for groups, and the use of the training film,
"The Negro Soldier." Relating the activities to tne local
situation rather tnan to tne more general, nation-wide condi-
tions increased pupil interest.
Students read widely and kept a record of their readings.
They related tnese readings to their other activities. Every
student read two books, almost all students read books from tne
selected lists in the classroom or in the school library, but
a few selected tneir own from their own libraries or from the
city library. Six students read three books, one read four,
and another read five.
Flexibility of the unit assignment to fit tne needs and
interests of the students is another strength worth consider-
ing. £y eliminating daily assignments, independent study was
assured. Students could select activities tnat appealed to
their interests, work on them in the order which seemed to them
best, and, to a large degree, could plan how they were to be
1
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completed.
Poorer students needed direction and encouragement at
first, but their activities strengthened tneir initiative and
Independence as the work progressed.
Tne activities gave all students an opportunity to talk
without supervision to tneir classmates about such things as
prejudice and snobbery wnen their work made it the natural
thing to do. This tended to creak down barriers and made
possible freer discussions later.
The study guide and tne related-activity cards eliminated
the necessity of repeating directions; if a student was not
sure of his next move, he knew wnere he could find the answer
to his questions. This left tne teacner free to give help to
individual students or groups of students without neglecting
any students because she could help all students at any time
indirectly by means of the study and activity guides.
Weaknesses of tne Unit Assignment.— The writer feels that
the strengths of the unit assignment far out-weign the apparent
weaknesses, but several should be mentioned. The newness of
tne plan to tne students was one of its greatest weaknesses.
At first students could not seem to realize the freedom afforded
by the method. They wasted time getting started, waited to be
told to do things or asked permission to do them; later some
took advantage of tne fact tney were free to move about the room
or work together; one attempted to prepare his homework for
another class. More students should have been encouraged, even
rt
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urged, to report their findings orally. Not enougn was done to
make all students feel willing to talk about matters pertaining
to individual sore spots. Religious barriers were lowered, but
more could and snould have been done along national lines. The
writer felt, and still does, that religious barriers needed
immediate attention, but national prejudices were more numerous
because many more nationalities were represented, and more
activities snould have been included in order tnat information
concerning them could have been snared and appreciated as was
the joint report on Jewish holidays presented by tne three
Jewish boys.
Many students complained tnat they did not have the time
to do as many activities as they would have liked to have done.
This was not as much the fault of tne unit assignment as it was
the timing of the teaching of the unit. Many of tne students
worked in local stores during the Christmas rusn, and school did
not recess until two days before tne holiday. Several students
observed it would have been better to start it in January and
complete it during Brotherhood Week. Some students, known to
be unambitious much of the time, used tne rush of tne season as
an alibi for their wasted time.
Suggestions for Improvement
The teaching of the unit brougnt to light a number of
weaknesses, and suggestions for their improvement nave been
made as they were mentioned in reporting the progress of tne
work, but it would seem wise to list tne more important ones.
r1.
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1. Many activities, planned to break down existing
national prejudices, snould be added.
2. The core activity dealing with identification of
Americans of foreign birth, activity 10, should
become an optional related activity for groups.
3. Arrangements snould be made now so that the trips
to the Ourrier G-allery of Art and to the Mancnester
Historic Association can be a reality next year.
4. More biograpnies should be added to the bibliography.
5. The whole unit assignment should be re- written as
soon as it is possible to know the needs of tne
next classes.
6. The final test needs to be carefully and thoughtfully
studied and worked over. Some items need to be
clarified; some need to be eliminated altogether.
Several faults are evident now, and otner will be
recognized when the test and test results are
analyzed.

STUDY GUIDE 1
1. Study the classroom exhibit of posters, pictures, clippings, book-
lets, and charts to get a better idea of what this study involves.
Read the materials that interest you most. Keep a record of all ar-
ticles read,
2. The following readings will give the factual information you will
need before ycu begin the study of local conditions:
Our Changing Social Order, Gavian, Gray, and Groves
"TheTJifferences between People," pp. 8U - 90
PP» 93 - 95
"Promoting the Welfare of Minorities," pp. 582 - 597Social Living
, Landis and Land is
"Race and Nationality Problems," pp. - ^
The answers to the following questions need not be written, but be
able to discuss them,
(1)
.
Do you feel as well qualified to classify individuals
as members of any particular race as you did before you
read the above assignments? Why?
(2) . What conditions in our enviroment would affect the racial
traits of immigrants from Asia, Africa, or the islands of
the Pacific?
(3) . What does the phrase, "ethnic group," mean to you? Do
you believe it is a more accurate term than "race?" Why?
(h). Why have we come to believe that intelligence tests are
not a measure for "racial superiority?"
(5) . If you were a personnel manager interviewing applicants
wouldyou consider such factors as race, nationality, or
religion as essential qualifications for any position?
(6) , , Paul Robeson lived with his family in Europe from 1928 -
1939. He says his living there was partly a protest, not
so much against the discriminations of life in America as
against America's attitude on race. Why do Europeans showgreater understanding for Negroes than do Americans?
(7) . Citizens of our city include many races, nationalities,
and creeds. We all belong to minority groups of some
kind. If we go back far enough in our family history,
we are either immigrants or the children of immigrants.
Instead of speaking of "we" and "they" we must all think
of our country as a great community of many people sharing
with each other all rights and privileges. What are the
differences, problems, and common interests of our various
groups?
3. Make a diagram, a family tree, showing the names of your parents,grandparents, and great grandparents. This will help to acquaintyou with your own ancestry.
i*
2r *.
6.
7.
9.
10.
Write an account of your family in America. From what cotintry .did
your ancestors come? What did they do in the old country? Why
and when did they come to America? Did all your ancestors come
from the same country? Have you any relatives left in the mother
country? What occupations do your relatives follow in Ajneriea?
Did they learn to do this irork in "on the job training*1 or did
they have to have special, full-time training for it?
To what extent does prejudice, based on religion, race, or nation-
ality, exist in business in t>>is city? What effect does it have on
job-getting? Why do some ^.o^'erns advertise for workers of a special
religion or nationality? List specific cases that you know about,
yourself, and add your findings to those of other members of the
Occasionally, we hear certain students or groups of students called
snobs. We are told that snobbery has its roots in religion, wealth,
and/or education. After observation, consideration, and discussion
with your friends or family, prepare a paper, your explanation of
this enemy of social democracy, ".That can you and your class do to
counteract snobbery at Central?
Set up a "Hall of Fame" exhibit in the classroom. Post on it pic-
tures and clippings about foreign-born Americans who have distin-
guished themselves. Be sure to include clippings concerning famous
people from this community. Keep this a "growing" exhibit all during
the time we are working on this unit.
In your personal associations do you find that you get along better
with those who are like you or who are different? Consider your
closest friends. Are their, personalities like yours? What kinds
of entertainment do they like? Do they like fine music, art, or
literature? Why do you enjoy being with people who like the things
you like? What makes being with people who are different from you
interesting? What advantages can you obtain from association with
those who are like you and those who are different? Prepare a writ-
ten report on this exercise.
On page 382 of This Way to Unity there is a list of eminent Americans
of foreign birth. For eacn give the country of his birth and tell
something of his contribution to our daily living. (This information
will be found in the Encyclopedia Britannica , recent editions of Who *s
Who in America , or biographical dictionaries in our library.)
Talk frankly with friends of yours vrho are immigrants or children of
immigrants; find out how they feel about being in America and, spec-
ifically, about living in our city and going tc our school. What
conditions in the school make it easy for them to learn our ways and
language? What customs are hard for them to learn? After you in-
terview with them consider the following questions: Why is it highly
desirable that these groups feel a sense of "belongingness" and par-
ticipate more fully in American life? Why. despite their devotion
to America, do many immigrants feel alien, both spiritually and cul-
turally? What effect does prejudice have on the personality and
customs of new immigrants? What can new immigrants do, themselves,
to break down prejudice? Would it be justifiable to ask them to
conform in every possible way to old-stock/ American customs? What
can you do to* make these newcomers feel m/ re at home and happier?
V
311. Class trip to Currier Gallery of Art to study exhibit having for its
theme: "Art recognizes no race; it belongs to the people*"
12. Class trip to Manchester Historic Association to study exhibit:
"Contributions of immigrant groups to the growth of our city,"
Select at least one book from the list about the phrase of this unit
that interests you most,, Discuss this book with the class telling
them the things chat interested you most f Explain how it has added to
your knowledge of interculturc.1 relations., Be prepared to answer their
questions about it,
1U. In order to see the accomplishments of the Negroes and to understand
better their ability to learn and work when they are, given equal
opportunity with other races, see the picture, "The Negro Soldier,"
l£. Suggested short readings about many individuals and groups. These
are not book length articles- but they could be substituted for a
book — activity 13 — if you keep a record of pages read and give
a satisfactory report. These articles will give you an opportunity
to ^ead about many more cases and will give you a broader understand-
ing of the problems of intercultural relations.
(l). Herrick, Arnold and Askwith, Herbert, edited by
This Way to Unity
Oxford Book" Company, New York
19h$
Catholics, P. 368
Jews, P. 371
Negroes, P. 377
"Foreigners," P. 381
Gallantry, P. UU7
"Plymouth Rock and Ellis Island,
Louis Adamic, P. 111
"New Americans in Vermont,"
Dorothy Canfield P. 7h
Others that interest you
(2) . Town Meeting Publications
Broadcast of 7 October 19U7, "What can We Do To
Improve Race and Religious Relationships in
America?"
(At City Library)
(3) . Public Affairs Committes, Inc., Publications
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, New York
No. 71, The Negro and the War
87, Why Race Riots?
91, What about Our Japanese-Americans?
95, The Negro in America
107, Race Riots Aren't Necessary
110, Will Negroes Get Jobs Now?
111, The Refugees Are Now Americans
(b). Fowdermaker, Hortense
Probing Our Prejudices
Harper and
-
Brothers Publishers, New York
19UU
Chap. Ill, How We Get Our Prejudices
IV, What Prejudice Does to Us

(5) . The New Hampshire Sunday News , April 19h7
"Why Canadians Sought Homes In Manchester"
"Franco-Americans Provide Many Great Leaders"
"The Era of Ful-fledged Gallic Leadership in
Yankeeland"
(Reference Room, City Library)
(6) . Shaw, Harry and Davis, Ruth (Edited by)
Americans One and All
Harder and Brothers Publishers, New York
19U7
For class discussion: Many sincere people have urged that we
adopt a "hush-hush" oolicy towards the whole issue of intolerance
and discrimination. In our efforts to remedy the situation, these
people say, we only call attention to it, increase tensions, and
make matters steadily worse. In the light of your studies, do you
agree with this group? Do you believe we should study about it,
talk about it, and be aggressive in attacking it or do you believe
intolerance will gradually die out of its own accord?
Ii
Test on Intercultural Relations Unit
1
(Directions: On a separate sheet of paper, number the lines
1 — l|o. Read the following statements carefully. In each
statement one of the choices is not, for some reason, true,
or acceptable. Place the letter which accompanies this un-
acceptable choice beside the corresponding number on the ans-
wer sheet
.
)
1* In building a better America, minority groups want to
be and need to be (a) accepted, (b) tolerated, (c) re-
spected,- (d) made partners.
2. In trying to understand the actions, reactions, and in- '
terests of minority groups through the study of their
representatives that we know, we must remember the evidence
we are studying is illustrative of (a) the members of the
group as a whole, (d) only certain members of the group,
Tc ) the individuals we are studying, (d) probably only a
few of the group.
3. To be tolerant of the beliefs, practices, and habits of
a minority group is to (a) endure them, vb) allow them,
(c) do nothing to orevent them, (d) respect them.
k-. Prejudices are mis judgments based on (a) bias, (b) in-
tolerance, (c) critical thought, (d) false information.
5« People who hold strong convictions and feel deeply on mat-
ters of r?ce, creed, and nationality, frequently fail to
(a) resoect oersonal worth, (b) challenge those who hold
differing views, (c) cooperate in intergroup activities,
(d) get complete and correct information on controversial
issues
.
6. My ancestors were (a) members of a minority grouo, (b) for-
eigners, (a) pure American . stofck, (d) contributors to the
American culture pattern.
7. The American ideal is best demonstrated by (a) lnter-
' group tolerance, (b) neighborly good will, (c) inter-
group understanding, (d) mutual appreciation
.
S. Prejudices may be caused by (a) no information, (b) un-
pleasant experiences with individuals or a minority group,
(c) common likenesses within the groups, (d) incomplete
and/or incorrect information.
9. Intergroup prejudices (a) caused by emotional condition-
ing, Tb) have deep roots, (c) are passed on from gener-
ation to generation, (d) are instinctive.
1G. There is little difference in personality, in physical
development, and in intellectual ability (a) between the
averages of two groups, (b) between individuals belong-
ing to the same gi?oup, (c) between Catholics and Jews,
(d) between French and Irish.

211. In order that different racial, national, and religious
groups may live together harmoniously, there must be in-
tergroup feelings of (a) cooperative goodwill, (b) re-
spect for the individual, (c) neighborly interest and
helpfulness, (d) "live and let live."
12. Studying and understanding differences in culture, habits,
and customs which have their origin in racial, national,
or religious backgrounds lead to (a) emotionalized con-
ditioning, (b) friendliness, (c) appreciation, (d) re-
spect.
13. Stereotyped Ideas about differences due to race, creed,
or nationality are often strengthened by (a) cartoons,
(b) radio stories, (c) editorials, (d) motion pictures.
1^-. We must cease to classify Individuals as (a) old-stock
Americans and foreigners, f.b) interdependent citizens and
neighbors, (c) Whites and Negroes, (d) Jews and Christians.
15. We must eliminate the inconsistencies between (a) word
and deed, (b) understanding and sympathy, (c) impulse
and act, (d) ideal and practice.
16. The purpose of a unit on intercultural relations is to
(a) overcome intolerance based on racial, religious, and
national bigotry, (b) arouse a growing activity in the
fight against bias and discrimination, (c) develop a
typical American culture, (d) promote American unity
based on teamwork among all groups.
17. Science has produced (a) no evidence of racial superiority,
(b) no evidence of national superiority, (c) no evidence
of minority group superiority, (d) no evidence of individ-
ual superiority within groups.
18. Prejudice is dangerous because It (a) cultivates habits
of thinking which belie rumors, (b) prevents equal oppor-
tunities for all groups, (c) causes national disunity,
(d) hurts the minority group discriminated against.
19. Superiority of our minority groups — raoial, religious,
and national — cannot be accurately found because (a)
superiority is an individual asset, (b) there is no mea-
sure which is valid, (c) there are no superior minority
groups, (d) the Negroes are our only large minority group.
20. A study of this unit on intercultural relations should
bring about (a) better understanding of social customs
and purposes of minority groups, (b; an Increased inter-
group respect, good will, and friendilnes6, (c) a sym-

321. The readings and activities . of this unit about our own
community should (a) help us to distinguish between fact
and opinion, (b) lead us to accept our present social
standards and democratic institutions, (c) teach us to
recognize bias and prejudice, (&) increase our respect
for the rights and opinions of all groups.
22. Knowing our neighbors and understanding their group
problems tends to eliminate (a) bias, Tb) mis judgment,
* (c) interdependence, (d) favoritism.
23. Scientists classify the great races of the world by (a)
shape of the head, (b) shape of the nose, (c) cross-
section of the hair, (d) color of the skin. '
2^. Racial mixture with the resulting ethnic groups has been
due to (a) concentration, (b) conquest, (c) commerce, (d)
colonization.
25. Favorable location at a given time caused the advanced
civilizations of our earliest history to occur among the
(a) Chinese, (b) Jews, (2) Egyptians, (d) Nordics.
26. In studying racial differences it is necessary to know
how much of the aoparent inferiority is due to (a) pov-
erty of environment of either group, (b) intellectual
superiority of individuals being tested, (c) physical
superiority of individuals being tested, (d) inherited
differences between the two groups.
27. The results of intelligence tests given to Negroes in
this country show that (a) 25$ of the Negroes have IQ's
as high or higher than the White average, (b) country
Negroes have higher IQ's than city Negroes, (c) the av-
erage IQ of Negroes is lower than the White average IQ,
(d) Northern Negroes have higher IQ's than Southern Ne-
groes.
28. In trying to remedy the problem of intolerance and dis-
crimination in our city, we should (a) try to understand
its causes and find methods of combatting it, (b) cor-
rect conditions causing it and thus eliminate trouble
centers, (c) ignore it and let it die out gradually, (d)
talk about it and attack it aggressively.
29. Our strongest prejudices are usually the result of (a)
unfortunate early childhood conditioning, (b) strong
prejudices held by others in our immediate environment,
(c) the result of mis judgment and misinformation, (d)
living in a majority group with little or no contact with
the minority group.
30. Immigrant groups \ho persistently cling to their Old-
World customs and language should (a) be encouraged to
learn the American way of life as soon as possible and
drop their -former ways, (b) be urged to learn the Am-
erican way and combine and share both ways, (c) be

taught the American way gradually by intermingling and
being neighborly with other minority groups, Td) be en-
couraged to attend evening schools, lectures, church,
church socials, and other gatherings much as they did in
their homeland for the purpose of learning about their
new homeland and their new neighbors.
31. A minority group is a group that (a) ie larger than the
dominant group, (b) may speak a different language from
that spoken by the dominant group, (c) may have differ*-
ent customs from those of the dominant group, (d) fre-
quently suffers from political, social, and/or economic
discrimination.
32. Prejudices against a racial group is (a) learned from
one's associates, (b) acquired from the comics or movies,
(c) inherited, (d) the result of unpleasant experiences
an individual has had with members of the group.
33 • When an Individual continually expresses hostility toward
a minority group, his feeling may be the result of (a)
ignorance, Tb) strong evidence that the group is inferior,
(c) lack of personal security, (d) prejudice against a
few in the group.
3^. Anthropologists believe that (a) intelligence is great-
ly influenced by the individual's opportunity to learn,
(b) minority groups may develop unfavorable character-
istics due to discriminations they encounter, (c) the
dominant group in the community has superior native
ability, Td) the dominant group in the community has
fewer and/or less difficult obstacles to overcome.
35« Important causes for the poverty and lack of advance-
ment of the minority groups in the United States are
(a) economic discrimination* (b} lack of vocational
training, (c) malnutrition and ill health, (d) Inborn
shiftlessness.
36. People who hold strong convictions on matters of race,
creed, and nationality (a) are frequently Intollerant of
those who do not hold similar vlewe, (b) are often pre-
judiced, (c) are rarely influenced by appeals to under-
standing and sympathy, (d) rarely hold the idea that
minlty groups pre a group apart because they have in-
ferior native ability.
37« Minority groups, being scapegoated by dominant groups,
frequently (a; ignore the prejudice directed against
them, (b) project -heir Injuries on other minority
groups either within or without their rwn group, (c)
accept the idea they really are inferior, Td) try to
win the favor of the dominant group..

536. There will be social progress in this country if (a)
equal opportanitles are established for all, (b) the
present distribution of opportunities is preserved, (o)
the rights of the work art protected at all times, (d) the
dominant group Insists on a fair distribution of oppor-
tunities for advancement.
39- We constantly feel or see the effect of prejudices; (a)
partisan prejudices are common at election time, (b)
minority groups are more apt to be soapegoated during
times of strees, as in a depression, (c) we Inherit a
few prejudices and gain others through contracts with
other groups, (d) minority groups as well as against
the dominant groups.
kO, Intergroup, community policy, developed to help minority
groups, is apt to (a) make the groups in question more
aggressive and hard to get along with, (bj make them
more law-abiding, (c) make them more useful in the eon-*
munlty, (d) make possible better opportunities for in-
dividuals in all group 8.
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A SCaLE FOR MEASURING ATTITUDE TOWARD RaCES AND NATIONALITIES
Form A H. H. Grice Edited by H. H. Renuners
Copyrighted by Purdue Research Foundation 1934
Please fill in the blanks below. (You may leave the space for your name blank
if you wish.)
Name
Boy Girl (encircle one)
Age when school started this year_
Date
Year in high school
_or college
What occupation would you best like to follow?_
Your race _Your nationality
_
Directions ;
Following is a list of statements about races and nationalities. Place a plus
sign ( ) before each statement with which you agree with reference to the race or
nationality listed at the left of the statements. The person in charge will tell
you the race or nationality to write in at the head of the columns to the left of
the statements. Your score will in no way affect your grade in any course,
Sh<5w a high rate of efficiency in anything they attempt.
Can be depended upon as being honest.
Are mentally strong.
Are fine people.
Are very patriotic.
Are far above my own group.
Are noted for their industry.
Some of our best citizens are descendants from this group.
Are a tactful group of people.
Deserve much consideration from the rest of the world,
1 would be willing to trust these people,
dhould be permitted to inter-marry with any other group.
Coiraaapd the respect of any group,
are generous to others.
Are of a self-sacrificing nature,
Ai;e auick to apprehend,
(over)
7 Form A
17. Should be permitted to enter this country as immigrants.
18. Are good mixers.
19. Are a God-fearing group.
20. Have an air of dignity about them.
21. Are highly emotional.
22. Take an exceptional pride in themselves,
23» Are superstitious.
24. Are fond of display.
I 25. Are unimaginative,
26. Are self-indulgent,
27. So far as I am concerned this group can stay in
their native country.
23. Do not impress me favorably.
29. Are frivolous.
30. Are extravagant with their means.
31. I am not in sympathy with those people.
32. Tend to lvwer the standards of living of their neighbors.
33. Are tactless.
34. Would likely prove disloyal to our government.
35. Are despised by the better groups.
36. Have many undesirable traits,
37. Belong to a low social level.
38. Have nothing about them that I ean admire.
39. Should not be permitted to associate with other groups.
40. Should not be permitted to enter this country.
41. All me.-.bers of this group should be deported
from this country.
42. Are mentally defective.
43. Respect only brute force.
44. I hate anyone belonging to this group.
45. Are our worst citizens,
46. Are inferior in every way to the rest of the world.
A SCALE FOR MEASURING ATTITUDE TOWARD RACES AND NATIONALITIES
H. H. Grice Edited by H, H. Remmers
Form B
Please fill in the blanks below. (You may leave the space for your name blank
if you wish.
)
Name
. ; , ,
Boy Girl (encircle one)
Age when school started this year
Date
Year in high school
.or college
What occupation would you best like to follow?
Your Race Your nationality.
Directions
:
Following is a list of statements about races and nationalities. Place a plus
sign () before each statement with which you agree with reference to the race or
nationality listed at the left of the statements. The person in charge will tell
you the race or nationality to write in at the head of the columns to the left of
the statements. Your score will in no way affect your grade in any course.
1. Are the finest in the world.
2. Are honest.
3. Are the most desirable class of immigrants.
4. Have an ideal home life.
5. Have a high standard of living.
6. Tend to improve any group with which they come in
contact.
7. Are superior in every way to the rest of the world.
8. I consider it a privilege to associate with this group.
9. Have an unusual ability for leadership.
10. Are on a level with my own group.
11. The world is better off by having these people in it.
12. Are sincere in their actions,
13. Are religiously inclined.
14. Are sociable.
15. The higher class of this group are superior to us.
16. Are considerate of others.
17. Are courageous in wars.
Over
Form B
18. Are sympathetic to others.
19. Can be resourceful when necessary.
20. Should be regarded as any other group.
21. Are equal in intelligence to the average person.
22. I have no particular love or hatred for this group.
23. Are of a gregarious nature.
24. Have a great love of power.
25. Are stingy.
26. I suppose these people are all right but I've never
liked them.
27 » Must imitate others to succeed.
28. Have a tendency toward insubordination.
29. Will not bear acquaintance.
30. Are always suspicious of others.
31. Are envious of others.
32. Have a tendency to fight.
33. Must undergo many years of civilization before they may
be said to have reached our own level.
34. Are discourteous.
35. Are sluggish in action.
36. Are unreasonable in their attitude toward other groups.
37. Are slow and unimaginative.
38. Are disorderly in conduct.
39. I do not see how anyone can be fond of this group.
40. Are a necessary evil to be endured.
41. Are generally sly and deceitful,
42. Are the most despicable people in the world.
43. We should cultivate a national hatred for these people.
44. Cannot be trusted.
45. Are the least respected people in the world.
46. Are inferior in every way to the rest of the world.
Copyrighted by Purdue Research Foundation 1934
Scale to Measure Attitude tovard
Eaces and Nationalities
Directions for Scoring* The median scale
value of the statements marked with a plus is
the attitude score. If an odd number of state-
ments is thus endorsed, the scale value of the
middle item of those endorsed gives the score,
Jor example, if nine statements are endorsed
of which the fifth one is item 10, the score
for the pupil is 8.9, the scale value of item
10. If an even number of items is endorsed,
the pupil's score is the scale value half-way
between the two middle items. Example: If
ten items are endorsed of which items 7 and
12 are the fifth and sixth in order, the
pupil's score will be the scale value of item
12 plus the difference between 8.7 (scale value
for item 12) and 9,3 (scale value for item 7)t
divided by 2, or 9.0.
A high scale value means a favorable
attitude, and a low scale value means an un-
favorable attitude.
COPYRIGHTED BY
PURDUE RESEARCH FOUNDATION, 1931*
OVER
Statement 1.
2,
5.
6,
7,
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
II:
15.
16.
17.
is.
19.
20.
21.
22.
si
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
P:
35.
36.
37,
38,
9.
0.
hi.
42.
I
U6.
Form
A
10.9
10.2
10.0
9,9
9.8
9,5
9,3
9,2
9.0
S,9
8.
8
8.7
8.5
8.1*
8.2
8.1
8.0
7.9
7,7
6,8
6.0
5.S
f+,6
4.4
1+.2
3,6
3,2
3.1
3.0
2.d
2,5
2.1*
2,3
2.2
1.9
1.8
1,6
1.4
1,3
1,2
1.0
0.9
0,8
o.7
o.u
For studies concerning the validity and reliability of generalized
attitude scales see Remmers, H. H. and others, Studies in At ti fades •
A Contribution to Social-Psychological Research Methods
. Studies
in Higher Education XXVI. Bulletin of Purdue University
. Vol. XXXV,
No. 4, December, 1934.
Form
B
10,5
10,2
10,0
9,9
9.8
9,5
9.3
9,2
9,0
S,9
8.8
8,7
8,5
8.1*
8.2
8.1
8.0
7,9
7,7
6,8
6.1
5.1*
a
1*.2
3.6
3.3
3,1
3.0
2.7
2,4
2,3
2.2
1.9
1,8
1,6
$
1.3
1.2
1.0
0.9
8 7
0.1*
SCALE TO MEASURE ATTITUDE TOWARD RACES AND NATIONALITIES
TABULATION SHEET
County Ci
t
y S tate
School Teache r Date
Subject
,
Number of months in school year (encircle one)
S, S|, 9, 91, 10
Distribution of Scores
Score
Grade Grade Grades Grade All Grades
Boys
,
Soys, ] Girls Joys
,
Girls Bovs Gi rls Boys. Girls
,
.
9*5- 9-9
9.0- 9.4
S.R- g.9
8.0- 8.4
7*5- 7*9
.-.
7.0- 7.4
6.5- 6.9
b.O- 0.4
5*5- 5'9
5.0-
4.5- 4.9
4.0- 4.4
3.5- 3.9
3*0- 3*^
2*5- 2*9
% .
2*0- 2*4
1.5- 1*9
1.0- 1.4
0.5- 0.9
0.0- 0.4
Total
Av. (Arith.
Mean) Score
...
Please fill out and mail to Professor H. H. Remmers,
Division of Educational Reference,
Purdue University,
Lafayette, Indiana.
OVER-


